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For iconic secretary Ann Berry, retirement is finally calling
BY CARTER WHITAKER

After 38 years of working as
Carmel High School’s front desk
secretary, Ann Berry is planning her
retirement. Although this seems like
a long time coming and something
that should be celebrated, Berry
won’t tell anyone when she is exactly
retiring.
Her motives for concealing when
she is leaving CHS are unknown and
she will not tell anyone. She could
leave at a moment’s notice.
“It could be I just die at the
desk,” Berry jokes. “I won’t even tell
the principal when I’m leaving.”
Berry’s job consists of running
attendance, signing students in and
out of school and arranging countless papers. In addition to these duties, she is widely regarded as the
glue that holds the school together.
“She keeps us all organized and
makes sure all the teachers are doing
what they’re supposed to do,” says
Kristine Tarozzi, a former student

at CHS who now works as the dance
teacher.
Linda Galuppo, an office coworker of Berry’s, has been working
with her for the past 30 years.
“She’s sort of a mother to all,”
Galuppo says. “She really does care
about the children, [CHS students]
are her family.”
Junior Molly Wolf, a dedicated
office aid for Ann Berry, has looked
up to her since she was a freshman.
“Ann has always been there for
me. She gives great advice. Any time
I have a question or a problem I can
go to her,” Wolf says. “If she doesn’t
have the answer, she can send me to
someone that does.”
Steven Russell, the CHS art
teacher, had help from Berry to assist him in having a smooth transition when he joined the staff in 2015.
Russell can says that if it weren’t for
Ann Berry, he wouldn’t have learned
how to do a lot of the tasks a CHS

BERRY
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100 never looked so good!
BY JOYCE DOHERTY
The last weekend of October was
filled to the brim with color, energy and
excitement as the residents of Carmel
celebrated the town’s 100th birthday
with a parade commemorating a century
of rich and beautiful history with an estimated 14,000 guests present and several groups, even Carmel High School
students, performing and participating.
The parade started off with the first
appearance of the Wells Fargo Station
Wagon in over 20 years with Carmel celebrity and former Carmel mayor Clint
Eastwood riding shotgun as the parade
grand marshal. The parade was followed
by several floats put together by various
Carmel organizations such as the Carmel Bach Festival, Carmel Women’s Club
and the Sunset Center.
Besides the local organizations, elementary schools such as Robert Louis
Stevenson and Carmel River School
participated with colorful decorations,
as well as participation by various art
organizations such as the Carmel Dance
Center.

Among the many efforts put together in preparation, the dance and music
departments of Carmel High School
played crucial roles in the parade finale,
which consisted of a baby blue cake
float with a massive champagne bottle
with performers both on and off the
float. At an intersection the parade was
stopped, where CHS instrumentalists
and singers played the “Birthday” song
by the Beatles and dancers sprang out to
join the elaborate celebration.
CHS seniors Rachael Schroeder,
Mia Pak and Elise Cricchio choreographed the dancers’ performance, explaining that even though the performance was tiring and at times difficult,
it was a memorable ordeal.
“It was challenging to dance and
smile in the heat,” Pak says. “But
once we ran to our positions, everyone
pushed themselves and pulled through.
I was reminded during the performance
that this wasn’t about us as dancers, but

CENTENNIAL
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Berry sits at her desk of 38 years as she types away on the computer, keeping
track of attendance and office activities and holding CHS together.
HEALTH

Possible link between artificial turf
and cancer risks investigated
BY ELLAH FOSTER

If there is a possibility that playing
the sport you love could cause serious
health issues, would you continue to
play?
Although no direct correlation between high school athletes playing on
turf fields and developing cancer has
been scientifically proven, following
recent speculation national studies are
under way.
It all started with Amy Griffin, a
former goalkeeper for the U.S. national
soccer team who now coaches for the
University of Washington’s women’s
team. In 2014, she began compiling an
unofficial list of athletes who had a lot
of exposure to turf and later developed
cancer. That list has grown to more than
220 people, most of whom are soccer
players.
According to the Center for Environmental Health, the research that has
been done about these fields has shown
that the crumb rubber pellets made

out of recycled tires can contain toxic
chemicals, but not necessarily at levels
dangerous to human health.
Amy Griffin doesn’t claim to have
all the answers, but she does believe
there are too many similarities between
players to simply be coincidence.
Almost half of those 220 high
school athletes that developed cancer
on these fields were soccer goalies, who
tend to have a lot more contact with the
crumb rubber pellets when they dive or
head the ball. Another parallel between
these players with cancer is that they
almost all develop leukemia or lymphoma, which for more than 200 high
school athletes that played on these
fields is eerily similar. Although there
is no proven correlation between high
school athletes developing cancer and
playing on the turf field, there have been
more reports done following the allegations.

FIELD DANGER
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CHS sports go
pink for Breast
Cancer
Awareness Month

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

I highly dislike the way the Carmel Unified School
District buses have been managed recently. For
three weeks now, the Carmel Valley bus (bus
6) has been removed from the Carmel ValleyCarmel High School route. With this change, the
school bus ride to and from—especially to—CHS
has been overcrowded, due to the fact that the
high schoolers from Carmel Valley are now in the
same bus as the Cachagua students. We used
to have one or two people per seat on the bus,
which was very comfortable and relaxed. Now, on
the Cachagua bus, which was already crowded,
there are two to three, or more, people per seat.
This effectively makes the bus crowded and an
uncomfortable way to get to school. I used to be
able to sleep on the way to school, but that luxury
is now taken from me. Some days, especially on
Mondays, there has even been overcrowding to
the point of people sitting on the floor of the bus.
This is a severe safety issue. I know that others
have these same complaints, and I request for
the school district to give Carmel Valley students
their bus back!

At our school there are many hard working
kids who do not get recognized for everything
that they do. They dedicate time, money and
energy participating in sports that do not get the
recognition that they deserve. At Carmel High
School, football gets a lot of attention around
the school campus. While football is a sport that
many enjoy, other sports deserve to celebrate
all of their hard work. Because football is such a
widespread sport, it is more highly promoted and
funded. When football has a home game, one can
see posters promoting it and sign-ups for a spirit
bus all around campus. But when field hockey
has a home game there is little to no attention
brought to it. Also, sports like girls’ tennis and
cross country have no following around campus.
Other sports around campus should get more
attention to validate all of the time the students
spend pursuing them.

Ryan Ricupero, Carmel Valley
Dear Editor,
Swimming. Dancing. Karate. Synchronized
swimming. Biking. Triathlons. Horseback riding.
These are just a few sports that students at this
school participate in year round. At this school,
there is a widely known policy that students can
get out of physical education if they are doing a
sport. However, it’s not just any sport that they
have to be doing: it has to be a school sport. What
kind of logic is this? Do hours of swimming in the
morning and night not count as a sport that can
get you out of P.E.? There is no doubt that those
who are committed to an extracurricular sport
are well within the healthy fitness zone. Now,
some may argue that it would be easy to fake
being committed to an out-of-school sport, but
in reality, there is a simple, easy way to solve
this problem: have the student’s coach fill out a
form several times throughout the year with an
explanation of work ethic and a signature. It’s as
simple as that.
Megan Kou, Carmel

BY ANNALISE KRUEGER
October has long been recognized as the month
dedicated to bringing awareness to breast cancer, and
CHS athletics have been contributing to the cause by
honoring Breast Cancer Awareness Month in various
styles unique to their respective teams.
“It’s really important for athletic teams in particular to honor Breast Cancer Awareness because we
all know a woman who has battled it,” varsity field
hockey member Angela Valdez says. “If we can, we
have to help raise awareness.”
The football team has been wearing bright pink
socks in an attempt to generate conversation about the
disease among fans and players, coach Golden Anderson says.
Likewise, the field hockey team also wore pink
socks, in addition to hosting a small event for the captains to speak about the importance of awareness to
an audience of players and fans. The team made signs
promoting awareness, and players were encouraged to
tie a ribbon around the paper for any woman they have
known who has had breast cancer.
Additionally, the women’s volleyball team has
worn pink warm-up shirts all month.
For those who want to participate, check out the
National Breast Cancer website to see how to contribute locally or nationally.
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Dear Editor,
The parking at Carmel High School is atrocious.
Instead of building a new stadium or new gym,
why not expand the parking lot? How is anyone
expected to go to a sporting event if there are
barely enough spots for the security and coaches.
Carmel High School complains about “no school
spirit” and how no one shows up to the sporting
events, but perhaps it’s due to the horrible
parking situation at CHS. There should be enough
spots to accommodate all drivers at CHS. Even
Carmel Middle School has better parking than
we do, and their students don’t drive! Instead of
expanding on a vanity project, like a football field
or new gym, work on the parking lot. At the very
least, the school should expand on the parking lot
in the baseball field.
Erik Avelino, Carmel

Want to be heard?
Contact us at
sandpiper@carmelunified.org.

Maggie Ellison, Carmel
Dear Editor,
The lack of stadium lights is greatly affecting the
spirit of Carmel High School and our community.
We are unable to hold home games at CHS
because we do not have lights to turn on when it
gets dark, therefore we cannot play any games in
the dark. We have to now hold our games at the
opponent’s home fields or during the day when
nobody can attend. Having lights would benefit
us greatly because more people would be able
to come and support the team for night games
rather than home games during the day. With the
lack of lights, there are less people able to go
and support our teams because of the distance
or timing of the game. Carmel Unified should
look into getting stadium lights; when they do,
they will see an increase in school spirit and
involvement.
Savana Martinez, Carmel
Dear Editor,
Coming from the perspective of a student that
almost always buys lunch at Carmel High School,
I would like to have more options of food. I think
that the food at CHS is better than many would
expect school lunch to be, but that does not mean
that we, as a student body, cannot get tired of
eating the same foods. We should have more
fresh food options to choose from.
Ariana Reyes, Carmel
Dear Editor,
I have been talking with many of my friends, and
we are shocked that The Sandpiper is not fighting
harder to get student Wi-Fi access for mobile
devices. This should be fought for because many
students would benefit from being able to have
free Wi-Fi at school. If you guys start the fight
for Wi-Fi, then I can almost guarantee more and
more people will start to read your articles. If
students have free Wi-Fi then they will actually be
able to contact their parents because, as many of
you know, the service at our school is terrible.
Along with that, they can be used as another tool
for learning without using up all the limited data
many students have. This has been a problem
since I arrived here, and I hope that it is not here
much longer.
Matthew Trotter, Carmel
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Thanksgiving family traditions vary from turducken to airplane rides
BY RYAN LIN

Throughout most of her life, senior
Xiao Chen never heard about the holiday
of Thanksgiving.
“At every festival in China that we
have, appreciation is included in it,”
Chen says. “In the Mid-Autumn Festival, we appreciate the natural forces of
the world, like the moon and the sun, and
we share thanks for the amazing year.”
Since moving to the U.S., Chen has
experienced many American holidays,
such as Thanksgiving.
“I went to Thanksgiving last year,
and the year before that I went to a
friend’s party,” Chen says. “I think that
it is a really fun thing, but it is so different than the one’s in China. China’s is
more about appreciation, and America’s
is more about eating.”
But for many families in the Carmel
area, Thanksgiving provides a four-day
holiday weekend to hold family traditions, eat good food, give thanks and,
maybe, try something new.
Senior Ivan Davidek, who has recently taken on a vegan diet, doesn’t yet
know what he is going to eat on Thanksgiving.
“I’m trying to not slaughter some
innocent animals,” Davidek says. “So
I’ll probably just buy some regular food
that contains no meat.”
Davidek is proud of his vegan diet
and will not give it up for one holiday.
“When I took on this diet, I knew
that there would be things that I couldn’t
participate in,” Davidek says.

“But I think that my vegan diet has
a positive impact on both my health and
the environment.”
Davidek confesses that he will probably go to the store and buy traditional
Thanksgiving products that are vegan.
“I’ll probably just buy a vegan turkey, vegan stuffing and vegan ham,”
Davidek says. “I would be able to enjoy
a regular Thanksgiving without going
against my values.”
The Patels, vegetarians, are another
family that chooses not to eat meat on
Thanksgiving day.
“The table has all of the things that a
typical Thanksgiving meal would have,”
freshman Dilan Patel says. “We just replace all of the meat products with soy
foods. Typically we have soy turkey, soy
stuffing and soy ham.”
Patel says his parents just make a
quick trip to Whole Foods to get all of
the soy essentials.
“We get all of our soy meats from
Whole Foods,” Patel says. “My mom
usually makes all of the other things, like
the salad and bread rolls.”
Thanksgiving dinner also serves as
a family reunion for the Patel family.
“We typically celebrate Thanksgiving by having all our grandparents coming over to our house,” Patel says.
Patel notes that this is how he has
had Thanksgiving every year, and it has
almost become traditional in nature.
“I’ve been a vegetarian my whole
life,” Patel says. “And I don’t think that
I would ever think about tasting meat.
Being vegetarian has become something

What does your
family do for
Thanksgiving?

Berry retiring

that I just do automatically.”
While both the Patel and Davidek
family have a meatless Thanksgiving,
senior Hannah Kim mixes Korean food
with the traditional Thanksgiving meal.
“Alongside of the traditional dishes,
we usually incorporate some Korean
dishes as well,” Kim says. “We usually
have some kimchi or a plate of bulgogi
on the table. We always substitute rice
with pasta because my parents don’t like
pasta that much.”
One of the most interesting substitutes that the Kim family makes is substituting the traditional turkey with a
turbaconducken, a turducken wrapped in
bacon.
“In my family we make turducken,
which looks like a turkey, but is actually
a chicken stuffed into a duck, which is
stuffed into a turkey,” Kim says. “Recently we have been wrapping it in bacon.”
The Kim family also uses the
Thanksgiving break to set up their
Christmas tree.
“We all go Christmas tree hunting
before dinner,” Hannah Kim says. “After dinner, we usually set the tree up. It’s
kind of turned into a tradition.”
While some families eat interesting
foods, other families use their Thanksgiving go on various trips and attend
family reunions.
The Bockus family has recently had
a tradition of going on various trips instead of staying at home and eating turkey dinner.
“Couple years past, we took a cruise

Peter Ellison
sophomore

Hannah Matthiesen
sophomore

“We have a glass turkey that is hollow on the inside, and we fill it with
candy. We call it the sacred turkey.”

“In Germany, we kind of had
some Thanksgiving activities.
We eat stuff you can get from
the fields, like apples.”

new kids. It’s fun to see them grow
from snotty nose freshmen to little
brat seniors.”
CONT. FROM 1
What has changed, according to
teacher has to do as quickly.
Berry, is the parenting.
The secretary’s long career at
“Parents before, if you called and
Carmel High has made a lasting im- told them their child was misbehavpression on her life and a collection ing for any reason, would be up here
of stories. Berry recalls supporting and pulling the kid by the ear and
an eight-boy swim team who went to taking them home,” Berry says. “ToCCS in 1995, wrestling with congres- day, parents are always making exsional candidate Jimmy Panetta in cuses for kids. They don’t hold their
1987 and having monthly talks with children accountable.”
a former student, now lawyer, living
The secretary began her career
in Colorado. She also reflects on how here in 1979 because her daughter
students haven’t changed much since would continuously skip class. Berry
she started working at CHS.
eventually had enough of this and
“Students are the exact same as brought her lunch to school with her
they were when I first started here,” and started sitting in class with her
Berry says. “They’re all going through daughter every day.
the same problems. It’s fun to meet
Since then, the long-time Padre

hasn’t changed much in the way she
does her job. The secretary believes
that the only thing that has changed
about the way she works is how she
has changed her temper: “I’ve calmed
down a lot: I fight only the battles that
are worth fighting.”
Ann Berry is still known for her
occasionally volatile attitude. Wolf
recalls an incident where she accidently called 911 instead of the CHS
athletic department.
“She was pretty upset,” Wolf says.
Sophomore Alex Collin, one of
Berry’s office aids, professes that if
it weren’t for Ann Berry he wouldn’t
have fixed his sleep schedule, which
makes him less stressed and makes
for an easier time at school.
“I was having trouble sleeping,
and I told her about it,” Collin says.

to Mexico for Thanksgiving,” junior
Madison Bockus says. “This year, we
are planning to go to Yosemite.”
Bockus plans to go to Yosemite not
to just experience the great wildlife and
outdoors, but also to see family.
“My grandparents are coming, so it
is going to be really interesting,” Bockus says. “We used to get together with
the entire family to have Thanksgiving,
but then it started to get really tense and
awkward because they just started to
watch football all of the time.”
Junior William Tucker says that his
Thanksgiving consists of a huge family
reunion.
“We usually have a family reunion
where we all go to our grandmother’s,
who lives in Big Sur,” says Tucker,
whose family has a Thanksgiving tradition of many family activities, starting
with a big party at their grandmother’s
house.
“Then the next day we usually hike
Soberanes, but since it burned we don’t
know where we are going to go this
year,” Tucker says. “But we usually go
party, do a hike, and then we go to the
airport and fly planes because my dad
and uncle own airplanes.”
According to those CHS students
interviewed, although Thanksgiving can
be a time where interesting traditions are
practiced, Thanksgiving ultimately provides a time to reflect on the past year
and give thanks to the community, families and friends.

Maya Vasquez
sophomore

“For Thanksgiving, our family
sits around the table, and we
eat Mexican food. We basically
talk crap about Thanksgiving.”

“She told me to push my bed time
back an hour at a time. After I did
that I was able to have more energy
for school.”
During retirement, Berry plans
to take a long vacation and travel
around Europe.
Ann Berry has been a key member of Carmel High history and a role
model in the development of its students. She has gotten a firsthand look
at life at CHS throughout the decades
and has reveled in her role as the
school attendance secretary in those
years.
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89 percent of Carmel seniors say ‘Yes!’ to college

BY JESSICA DiLULLO

As the college application season
kicks into high gear, the majority of
seniors are working hard to fill out and
submit their applications on time, while
others plan alternate routes. But what
exactly are Carmel High’s seniors hoping to do after high school?
In a survey of 174 CHS seniors, 89
percent reported that they plan on continuing their education after high school
at a college or university.
As has been the trend in years past,
California State Universities will be the
most popular schools for seniors’ applications. Out of the roughly 155 students
applying to schools, 58 percent are ap-

44 percent of
seniors are applying
to UCs.
plying to CSU schools.
“CSUs are almost always a popular choice among seniors at our school,”
CHS counselor Jeff Schatz says. “In fact,
Cal Poly is probably one of the most applied to schools by students at CHS.”
CSU schools offer high quality
education at an affordable price and allow students to remain close enough to
home. Senior Leonardo Gonzalez-Smith
is considering attending California Polytechnic State University under a major in

What is your
main reason
for continuing
education past
high school?

Architectural Engineering.
“I find CSU schools a strong option
because the campuses are all unique and
diverse, in addition to the fact that they
offer a reasonable tuition,” GonzalezSmith adds.
Besides CSU schools, the most

155 seniors are
applying to schools
after high school.
common routes for seniors to favor are
community colleges, University of California schools and private universities
inside and outside of California. This
year, 37 percent of seniors are applying
to community colleges, and 44 percent
to UCs. As far as private schools go, the
percentage of students applying in-state
and the percentage applying out-of-state
is similar at around 40 percent.
Although many assume seniors favor private schools outside of the state in
attempt to get away from home, the majority of students apply simply because
they are geared towards attending a specific school or type of schools.
“I’m not really attracted to the research oriented, big school mentality
that a lot of the UC schools have,” senior
Tess Mikel says.
Therefore, even though schools
within California may offer perks to students in regards to convenience, some

“I am seeking a higher education
because it is expected of me. To
get a well-paying job in society,
you have to put in the extra work
after high school.”
- Leonardo Gonzalez-Smith

students find more benefits in schools
outside of the state. CHS counselor Darren Johnston has noticed a long term
trend in students applying out of state.
“As Mr. Schatz and I began touring more colleges around the country,
we gained more insight into what the
schools were like,” Johnston explains.
“This allowed us to provide students
with a wider variety of knowledge on
colleges outside of the area.”
Senior Henry Kou has recognized
the benefits of schools in and outside of
California and has decided to apply to
both UC colleges and private institutions
outside of the state.
“My reasoning for applying to prestigious institutions is so I can surround
myself with people who are more intelligent than me,” Kou explains. “I want to
challenge myself so that I can learn more
and thrive.”
Like Kou, many seniors hope to
gain spots in universities with a rigorous
academic atmosphere. Their aspirations

58 percent of
seniors are applying
to CSUs.
for doing so tend to come from within,
as 86 percent of seniors applying to college report that their main motivation
for continuing their education past high
school comes from themselves.
Senior Savanna Harris’ motivations for attending
college stem from within, although she has also taken into
account the opinions of her
parents in order to create a
path best suited for her.
“I am deciding to take
classes at a community college not only to be sure of
what I want to study, but also
because it is more affordable
and makes the transfer process to other schools easier,”
Harris says. “My parents were
the first ones to suggest this
plan for me, and after having
talked to them I agree with
their reasoning behind it.”
Students’
aspirations
have also reached outside
the standard realm of regular
schooling. Such is the case
for senior Connor Suess, who
is working towards attending

“I want to continue my education
not only for the financial benefit of it, but also because I love
learning. College will give me the
opportunity to actually study the
things I really enjoy and help me
discover who I want to be as an
adult.”
- Tess Mikel

a military academy, such as the Naval
Academy or Coast Guard Academy, and
after having completed four years of intense academic and physical training, to
be commissioned as a military officer.
“My motivation for doing this is not
only because I want to give back to my
country, but because I don’t really know
what I want to study,” Suess says, “but
by attending an academy, I will be able
to study a variety of topics while also
having a guaranteed job.”
Other seniors have also decided to
take less obvious paths for after high
school. One method being pursued by
less than one percent of seniors this year
is known as a gap year, which simply
involves taking a year off between high
school and college.
Senior Tyler Boylan plans to work
for a year as an emergency medical technician before starting nursing school.
Boylan has chosen to do so because, although it is a career that he is very interested in, he does not believe that it will
provide aptitude financial benefits to
serve as a full-time job.
Other students do not see a benefit
for themselves in taking a gap year. Senior Zac Buzza plans to attend a fouryear college right after high school to
study animation and digital arts.
“Taking a gap year to get some extra income or figure out what I want to
do isn’t in my best interests,” Buzza explains. “I know what I want to do, and
that’s what I’m doing.”
While students like Buzza have
their plans set, others are still working to
decipher where their interests lie. Thus,

37 percent of seniors
are applying to
community colleges.
deciding on plans for after high school
can be stressful for some. When asked to
rate their levels of stress on a scale of 1
to 10, the average senior said 6.
Nonetheless, there are certainly
ways to make senior year less stressful,
some of which may include taking advantage of the staff on campus or getting
started on things ahead of time. No matter what students’ goals, they are highly
encouraged by teachers, counselors and
students alike to use the wide variety of
resources available to them at CHS.

“I want to specialize in something
I’m passionate about and really
influence the world with it.”
- Henry Kou
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CHS actors question ****ing censorship in plays
BY HAILEY ROWE

With the censorship of the upcoming Carmel High School play, “A Very
Potter Musical,” a parody of the “Harry
Potter” novels, student actors continue
to question the school’s censoring policy
and its purpose.
Gracie Poletti, a first-year drama
teacher at CHS, says that the play that
will be shown at the end of the school
year will have to be thoroughly edited,
which creates old tensions regarding
censorship in theater.
CHS’s criteria for play censorship
includes omitting “very adult context
and super provocative language, the fword and racial slurs,” assistant principal Tom Parry explains.
Parry says that the CHS censoring
policy is made because of the possible
young audience that comes to watch the
plays.
“It has less to do with what our students see or read; it’s more about the
people who are coming and watching
it,” Parry says. “The board of education
wants things to be pretty family-friendly.”
Although profanity and racial slurs
may not be allowed on stage, they are
allowed in CHS English classes. Similar
to other high schools, CHS students read
novels such as The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and The Catcher in the Rye
that include explicit content usually not
allowed on stage.
To many student actors, this bias
may seem unfair that the actors and ac-

tresses of CHS are not allowed to curse there,” says junior T.J. Sullinger, who
on the stage; however, they are allowed has starred in eight CHS produced plays.
to discuss these same profanities in class. “And when you have to either modify it
“I don’t think it’s fair. In the name or not do that show, it’s really unfortuof artistic
nate.”
expresSome
sion we
students
read great
particiworks that
pating in
contain
censored
swears,
plays feel
but under
as though
that same
they have
banner we
b e e n
are
not
robbed of
allowed
an experito
presence.
ent simiB e lar works
cause of
on stage,”
the censays Alex
sorship,
Poletti,
they say
lead actor
they
do
in Carmel
not have
High’s latthe opporest play,
tunity to
“The Cru- “A Very Potter Musical” will be heavily censored for its
act in unCHS production to come out at the end of the school year. c e n s o r e d
cible.”
Cenplays,
sorship in high school theater may also which they need to act in if they are to
set an example to students that it is ac- pursue acting in the future.
ceptable to modify and adjust what the
“It’s not a good representation of
author has written, without considering what happens in real life,” Sullinger
the rights of the author. In real-life situa- notes. “It doesn’t get you a good idea of
tions, some students say, this violates the what it’s going to be like to do it outside
author’s rights.
of high school.”
“It limits not only the shows we can
Some note that censoring can also
do, but it limits the author because there render the message of the play ineffecis a reason he or she put those words in tive as far as what the play is trying to

achieve.
“I think plays like these—“Spring
Awakening,” “Topdog/Underdog” and
“Angels in America,” to name a few—
help young actors and audience members understand and cope with the dark
realism they face out of high school and
college,” theater manager Jack Clifford
says.
Uncensored plays can also give students a new perspective on an issue or
topic that otherwise may not have been
discussed with censorship.
“It’s important for high school and
college students to do shows that make
them think about the world around
them,” Clifford says.
However, some do argue that high
schoolers being unable to use profanity
and obscenity in the theater does not hinder the impact of the play.
“It’s not like we aren’t able to learn
what we need to learn because we can’t
use explicit language,” drama teacher
Gracie Poletti says. “The art is not necessarily in the vulgar parts.”
In response to possible censorship
for CHS’s production of “A Very Potter
Musical,” the drama teacher adds, “I will
fight so that we can do whatever we need
to do artistically so that we can express
ourselves.”

PROFILE

You don’t know Jack: Clifford brings light to CHS theater

witches or perhaps a film about fracking that gives an AP Chem class a little
The next time the Carmel High change of pace, take a quick glance at the
School theater hosts some convicted lighting and sound booth. There’s a figure
lurking up
there who
creates
those perfectly timed
gong sounds
and the precise lighting
cues
that seem
to provide
just the right
amount of
ominous
shadows.
It’s
Jack
Clifford,
and that’s
right kids,
Jack is back.
For all
who were
not attending
CHS
back
in
2012, Jack
Clifford was
among the
legends that
comedically, tragically
and dramatically filled
courtesy of JACK CLIFFORD
the walls of
Clifford leaves his mark as Pig Pen in CHS’ production of “Charlie
Brown,” one of many memorable roles he embodied in his tenure. the theater.
BY BECCA GOREN

Both staff members Tom Parry and
Kristine Tarozzi remember the times of
Clifford’s talent shining on stage.
“Jack did a skit,” dance teacher
Tarozzi recalls, “and he wore a wedding
dress. He was hilarious and talented on
stage. That’s how I remember him.”
Parry, an assistant principal, also
looks back on Clifford’s high school acting career fondly, remembering him as a
passionate and hardworking actor above
all else.
“We knew he would just fit in perfectly here because he knows how the
theater works, and I know for me, it’s
nice to have Jack back,” Parry says with
a smile.
Tarozzi concurs with Parry’s statements about Clifford being a perfect fit,
adding that with the unique culture of
CHS, they wanted to find someone who
could appreciate everything the theater
has to offer to the students, and Jack is
just that.
Since middle school, Clifford’s relationship with the arts was clear and
simple: “The theater program is my haven.”
“He played a grumpy, old man in
seventh grade with Mr. [Patrick] Stadille,” computer science teacher and
father Tom Clifford reminisces, “and he
was hooked.” The senior Clifford was
right, and Jack hasn’t stopped since.
Because of this undying passion,
Clifford continued his theater training at
St. Mary’s College, and due to the liberal
arts emphasis of the university, Clifford
was submerged into all facets of theater,

including lighting and sound, effectively
preparing him for his current position at
CHS.
“He’s very knowledgeable about
technical theater issues and has been extremely helpful with everything,” drama
teacher Gracie Poletti notes. “He also
knows how to turn all of the lights on, so
I don’t have to sit in the dark too long.”
CHS is not the only home to Clifford’s artistic talents; Carmel Middle
School’s production of “My Teacher is
an Alien” allows Clifford to work closely with a group of hungry, young actors
alongside Drama teacher Patrick Stadille.
“They’re all really talented and
want to learn, so, I feel like I’m making
some difference in their lives.” Clifford
laughs. “And it is easier to feel like their
superiors than at CHS when I’m, like,
the same age as the students.”
Stadille says it simply: “Jack is enthusiastic, cool and knowledgeable.”
When asked what Clifford wants the
students to know about him, he responds
humbly, saying that “there is just something about being in a theater. It’s home,
and I just want everyone to respect it.”
Programming lighting cues and
bobbing his head slightly to some Royal Blood and Courtney Barnett in the
depths of the theater, there lies a man
with a passion for the arts that graced
CHS for years and has now returned.
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Breaking Down the Walls empowers students to change
BY RYAN LIN

Breaking Down the Walls, a program designed to unify and empower
every student to create a positive campus climate, will be returning to Carmel
High School on Nov. 21 and 22 with
speaker Freddie Silveria from the company Learning for Living leading the
event.
“Breaking Down the Walls is an opportunity to allow students a moment
outside of their day,” CHS activities
director Aubrey Powers says, “to bond
with one another, share their story and
develop greater empathy for their peers
by understanding what people are going
through.”
Powers wants to emphasize that
anyone can participate in this event. Additionally, student leaders for the event
will come from teacher recommendation.
“This event is not intended for
Leadership students,” Powers says. “It
is intended to be for students from all
walks of campus.”
One of the greatest benefits of the
event is that it truly brings the school together.
“The event is all about building
empathy and support for one another,”
Powers says. “It hits hard on the idea
that everyone is dealing with something
or that you could be a supportive peer
to your friend or someone that you don’t

know that well, which means a lot.”
“Teachers seem to be pretty unthat the speaker does a motivational
Junior Diego Cabrera attended speech by sharing his story. Then the derstanding that students are going to
Breaking Down the Walls during his group is split up into smaller groups, choose to do this event,” Powers says. “I
freshman year.
which are led by student leaders, com- believe that there shouldn’t be a penalty.
“Breaking Down the Walls is a re- ing from all parts of the school, who lead A lot of teachers tend to do the same asally fun way to just open your eyes and groups of about 10 students.
signment on both days.”
see that we all are different, but we are
The activities director also wants
All students interested in signing up
also connected,” Cabrera enthusiasti- to emphasize that students will not be can do so at the ASB office till Thursday,
cally remarks. “It makes up come closer missing out on important classwork if Nov. 17.
together.”
they attend the event.
Cabrera emphasizes that the
activities have had
a lasting effect on
him.
“I remember
the crossing-theline event,” Cabrera says. “It helped
me see that even
though you may not
be dealing with the
problem it doesn’t
mean that everyone else does not
have that problem.
It makes you aware
of other people.”
The event begins with various
icebreaker activities with the goal
of getting everyone
courtesy of LEIGH CAMBRA
comfortable with
A Breaking Down the Walls keynote speaker delivers a speech last year on the importance of self-care
one another.
Powers says and understanding.
STUDENT LIFE

ACADEMIC CLUBS

Carmel High mock trial team Poor air quality leads to
ventures to New York tourney PE class cancelations
BY ASHA JOHNSTON

Carmel High School’s mock trial
team has been vigorously preparing to
compete in New York at an international
level for the Empire Competition from
November 9-15.
The trip to New York will be a first
for the CHS team, and they have been
practicing three to five days a week to
prepare for the competition. The team
has also scrimmaging other teams in
places such as Fresno and Sacramento.
“Our goal is
to go there knowing that we did our
best,” history teacher and team adviser
Bill Schrier says. “In terms of other
goals, our number one goal for mock
trial is to have fun and be respective of
what we are doing, even in practice.”
The mock trial team has been a part
of other impressive competitions before,
an example being last year where they
competed in the Empire San Francisco
tournament from November 12-16, winning second place at an international
level.
During their trip to San Francisco,
the team competed against international
teams such as Australia, Canada and Korea; last year’s trip was a junior-version
of the upcoming New York competition.
“I think we have the potential to do
really well,” senior club president Mindy Morgan says. “We are a really strong
team, and we have a lot of returning
members.”

There are 43 teams that the CHS
team will be competing against.
According to Schrier, all of the hard
work that was done from the start of the
club in 2005 till now has made participating in such an intense tournament as
the one they are about to face possible.
“I worry sometimes that we will
get there and lose sight of what mock
trial is supposed to be about,” Morgan
says. “Mock trial is supposed to be a fun
thing, and the
last thing that
I would ever
want is to go
and place the
importance of
a tournament
over the importance of our
team.”
Witness for this year’s case Rachael
Schroeder says that she thinks the CHS
team has a lot of strong attorneys and
witnesses this year.
“I’m excited for being with my
friends, exploring the city and eating
awesome food in New York,” sophomore
returning member Megan Kou says.
There is much excitement and
building anticipation from the students
participating in the Carmel High School
mock trial team, and they will continue
to prepare until their flight into New
York City takes off.

“I’m excited for being
with my friends and
exploring the city.”

BY KYLIE YEATMAN

While the Soberanes Fire may have
been contained as of Oct. 13, the effects
of poor air quality on the Carmel High
School campus led to several Physical
Education class cancellations throughout late August and September.
“If the air quality was unhealthy,
P.E. was conducted elsewhere,” CHS
nurse Susan Pierszalowski says. “If it
was deemed moderate, it was by individual judgement.”
Students were advised to walk the
track while less intensive physical fitness tests could be conducted.
“If it was okay to walk, I would
have a fitness test that was all right to
do that day,” CHS P.E. teacher Debbie
French says.
Though the fire may now be fully
contained, the P.E. teachers note the effects of air quality on campus.
“We were mostly inside... ” Weight
Training coach Craig Johnston notes.
“I gave students the option to opt out if
they had respiratory issues.”
Poor air quality on campus especially affected those with asthma or other respiratory problems.
“Students with asthma or other heart
problems are sometimes affected negatively,” French says. “We can’t just have
some students participating and others
not. We try to keep everyone together….
If the air quality was poor, we did not
want them in an activity that could harm
them.”
At its worst, the Air Quality Index,
a number to report how polluted the air
is, had reached above 10, signaling citi-

zens to avoid outdoor activity. Due to
this, students were occasionally advised
to stay indoors if air quality had reached
that level.
Smoke from the Loma Fire in Santa
Cruz, Calif., also proved to contribute to
poor air quality on campus.
“There was a second fire...so when
we had two, the one in Santa Cruz
caused more days for air quality control
because there were two different fires,”
French explains.
Pierszalowski says that a lack of
proper safety precautions can become
potentially unsafe for students, particularly for those with respiratory problems.
Emails were sent to teachers
throughout the district from district
maintenance and operations worker
Marcella Garvon. Poor air quality would
result in a skipped class period, whereas
moderate air quality was judged on a
case-by-case basis.
“When the sun would come up...
you could just see the brown in the air,”
Johnston says.
P.E. activities would be modified
based on the air quality that day.
“If I was going to run a mile, I
wouldn’t assign it on a day where air
quality was poor,” French says. “I would
do a different physical fitness test…. I
would modify the curriculum.”
Without acceptable air conditions,
teachers were advised to give students
an extra study hall period in the library.
P.E. has now returned to normal circumstances as of the containment of the Sobranes Fire.
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Homecoming needs
more opportunities
for LGBT students

School traditions
vanishing with
modern ways
By ASHA JOHNSTON

Nearly every high school
throughout the United States carries the traditions associated with
homecoming, but at Carmel High
School changes are being made,
and traditions are dwindling.
It is no secret that Carmel
High School has few traditions as
is. There is spirit week, the Shoe
game, prom and homecoming.
Before our eyes these traditions
are vanishing; the first to change
was homecoming.
Multiple changes were made
this year involving homecoming.
Next year, more drastic changes
are being debated. One of the
changes made this year were the
class dances. They were held in
place of the parade to increase
spirit. However, due to lack of
participation they were canceled
last minute.
This year there were a few
changes considering the parade
and the way homecoming voting
was presented. Instead of electing
a boy and girl together, there were
two different links for the boys’
elections and the girls’ elections,
making it seem as though anybody
could be elected, not just couples.
No changes are certain as of
now for next year, but there has
been much talk of making the
homecoming elections gender
neutral, allowing boys and girls to
be elected together as a pair. If our
school does not change the elections, then there is a possibility of
eliminating them altogether.
As stated, next year is un-

NEWS

By ALEX POLETTI
clear regarding what changes
will be made, but the Associated
Student Body is considering putting school skits in place of the
traditional parade and this year’s
failed class dances due to lack of
spirit.
Our school’s parade should
not be eliminated, for that is a major part of homecoming. With the
court being taken away, nothing
is stopping anyone from making
other drastic changes to the football game or the dance for that
matter. The homecoming parade
brings people together, families
come to watch, and it is a time for
the community to join together
and reminisce back to their high
school days.
Changing and adapting into
new modern ways is what should
be happening; however, school
customs should stay the same to
help our school spirit grow. Our
high school seems to be wishing
to change the minimal traditions
we have, trying to make them
better, when, in fact, they are just
taking away what little school
pride we have left.
Homecoming has been the
same since the 20th century with
a football game and a homecoming court. It is difficult accepting
the changing ways, for when all
of us high school students move
on and leave to go to college,
we feel comfortable letting go,
knowing that everything in some
sense will stay the same for when
we come back.

Homecoming is absolutely
an integral part of the high school
experience; crowning a king and
queen has long been a comingof-age right for teenagers. Unfortunately, with Carmel High’s
current approach, the coronation
cannot work for two kings or two
queens.
The homecoming court nominations are divided into two ballots: boys and girls. This mandates
that a same-sex couple can never
win, effectively excluding about
five percent of the population.
This does not mean that the
court should be done away with
completely, but it should give
everyone a fair chance to be
crowned. Right now, that chance
is not given to LGBT students.
No one is saying that a samesex couple should win the nomination every year, but just the opportunity of being nominated can
give this underrepresented group
a feeling of acceptance.
According to the Human
Rights Campaign, just under half
of LGBT students do not feel accepted in the community in which
they live; if we as a school could
do anything to decrease that number, we by all means should.
Making a change would not
be anything extraordinary, as
other schools are making similar
decisions across the United States.
One such example is San Diego
State University where the titles
King and Queen were changed
to “Royals” in order to promote

acceptance. A high school in Tallahassee named a lesbian couple
prom royalty just last year.
CHS isn’t quite there yet.
With the new voting system, we
nominate four boys and four girls.
Then we vote for one boy and one
girl to win.
Some might point out that the
new system of voting was established to discourage the pressure
of voting for couples. This is true,
but the titles still imply heteronormativity, and thus, alienate gay
students.
This exclusion is a sizeable
problem for gay teenagers. In
a survey by the Human Rights
Campaign, it was observed that
25 percent of LGBT students’ biggest problem is feeling accepted,
comparable to the percentage of
straight students whose biggest
problem is grades.
Another problem occurs in
deciding how exactly to reform
the nomination system in order to
be more accepting. Davis Senior
High School elected a same-sex
pair as homecoming princes almost a decade ago by holding a
write-in nomination. This is not
altogether dissimilar to the system
in place at Carmel currently, but at
DSHS the male and female votes
were not segregated.
It seems that the way to solve
this dilemma would be to reinstate
the “couples” system of voting,
giving the opportunity for everyone to win.

STUDENT LIFE

Environmentalists raising awareness on oceanic pollution
BY PRESTON MIGLAW

While most kids are doing homework, watching TV or hanging out with
friends, juniors Alex Weber and Jack
Johnston are freediving for thousands of
golf balls on Carmel’s ocean floor.
“People protect what they love,”
says Denise Klein, Weber’s mom.
“Hopefully, Carmel High students who
have grown up in these waters will continue to discover ways to keep our shores
and sea floor free of plastic.”
Weber and Johnston uploaded a video in early October to raise awareness of
thousands of golf balls polluting Carmel
Bay just off Pebble Beach’s most famous course.
“It started summer before freshman
year,” Weber recalls. “Once we saw how
many golf balls were down there, it hit
us that this was a huge environmental
problem.”
Since discovering the golf balls,
Weber and Johnston have removed over
4,000 golf balls from the ocean floor.
That is more than 72 square feet of sea
floor littered with plastic.

“We need people to be aware of
what we are doing to the environment,”
Weber says. “It is such an obvious thing,
but nobody would have thought about it.
The golf course has been there for over a
hundred years and they have not thought

their video will inspire people to help
fund their education at the Island School
in the Bahamas, a school that specializes
in environmental education.
“We want more knowledge about
world issues,” Johnston says, “so we

photo by Jack Johnston

Alex Weber free dives to the bottom of the Carmel Bay to collect golf balls.
about it once.”
On top of raising awareness for this
excessive pollution, the two friends hope

can conquer more things, either than just
golf balls, so we can actually have an effect on the world, and the Island School

will educate us on how to do this.”
The Island School gives high school
students a unique, semester-long experience in the Bahamas. Classes revolve
around nature, sustainability and marine
biology, all topics in which Johnston and
Weber both hope to become more familiar.
“Right now we have a bunch of
questions,” Weber mentions. “We want
to come back from the Island School
with answers on how to fix issues. Going
there will broaden our horizon on what
we can do.”
In an attempt to raise money to
pay for their education, they started a
GoFundMe page that has raised over
$6,000. In addition to that support, a
variety of local organizations have partnered with the pair.
“The Monterey Bay Aquarium is
very much involved as is [The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,]” Johnston says. “They are providing us with research divers to see how
big of an issue this really is.”
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Susan Pierszalowski: nurse, nature-lover, inspiration
BY KALLEY WASSON
Snap! The break of a branch sounds
as a woman walks across it. She continues her stroll, pausing every so often to
take in the magic surrounding her. The
shrill song of swooping birds reaches her
as she travels back to her car and down
the highway to Carmel High School.
As she arrives, she’s greeted warmly by
teachers and students. She walks into her
newly-expanded office. She sits down at
her desk, taking a deep breath, and feels
calm and appreciative.
Susan Pierszalowski, more commonly known as “Nurse Susan,” acquires the utmost respect from everyone
she meets.
Jay Christensen, Carmel’s Sports
Medicine teacher, works closely alongside her when it comes to student-athletes.
“If an athlete has a concussion, she
is the liaison between myself and the
teachers,” he explains. “If it wasn’t for
her, the accommodations our studentsathletes get in the classroom would be
significantly less.”
Any person she looks after can easily see the care and concern Pierszalowski shows for students is not feigned.
“[She] is genuinely kind and remembers every student she comes
across,” says senior Audrey Moonan,
an occasional patient of Pierszalowski.
“[She] really cares about each student’s
health and wellbeing.”
After graduating from California
State University at Northridge as a History major, Pierszalowski desired to
teach. The new graduate ultimately resolved on being a nurse. Her decision

was partly based on her past experience
volunteering at a local convalescent hospital. Pierszalowski began spending her
time around the staff and patients at the
young age of fifteen, and, in the end,
found herself on the path of becoming
a nurse.
“I really liked being around patients
and the whole ambiance of it,” the long

Her passion for pediatrics and psychiatric nursing caused her to pursue a
master’s and school nurse credential
from CSU Fresno, which eventually led
her to work in Carmel.
Pierszalowski has spent the past
eleven years of her career in Carmel
Schools. During that time, she divided
her time between aiding middle-school-

courtesy of SUSAN PIERSZALOWSKI

Pierszalowski appreciates a scenic view during a rustic hike on her off-time.
term caregiver reminisces.
Looking towards the future of her
profession, she continued on to receive a
bachelor’s degree in Nursing from CSU
Long Beach and an associate degree in
Nursing from a nearby community college. During Nursing school, students
go through rotations of many different
aspects of medicine.
“I was drawn to pediatrics and psychiatric nursing,” Pierszalowski says.
“[It] was just fabulous.”

ers and high-schoolers. This year, however, she has remained solely at the high
school.
“It is different every day... It never,
ever, ever, ever gets boring,” she says
lovingly of her job. “Human interaction, and just being able to be present for
whoever walks in the door... is the most
rewarding thing.”
The fact that she finds reward in her
work is displayed by the large amount
of time that she spends following up and

checking in on students
“She always gives 110 percent
when treating kids,” says senior Rachael
Schroeder with a smile.
Susan Pierszalowski, a well-versed
and doting-mother, describes her greatest achievement as raising two compassionate young adults. But the years put
into raising two accomplished children
didn’t stop her from making a large impact on the community for the past thirteen years.
The warm-hearted nurse’s neverending desire to help others has been an
inspiration to many, including her kids
who work to construct a better future for
humankind. Her son is an Arabic speaker who is working to stop the forces of
terrorism, and her daughter is focusing
on bettering medical information technology.
Pierszalowski’s positivity shines
through, not just in her profession, but
also her ideology.
“I wake up every morning... being
grateful to be alive, looking for the good
in everything,” Pierszalowski says. “It’s
there, you only have to look. Be kind
and present for people.”
When Pierszalowski isn’t in her office, one might find her wandering along
the rolling grassy hills of Big Sur or staring out over the water of Elkhorn Slough
with a pair of binoculars. Her father, an
aerospace engineer, was her biggest role
model.
“[He] fostered an interest of the outdoors, which is so important to me,” she
says. “To me, being outdoors is just like
heaven.”

PROFILE

Students, family, community counting on Mr. Gomez
BY KRISTEN BOWN

“It’s all about watching the students
grow,” Carmel High math teacher Juan
Gomez says, “and taking pride in knowing that however big or small, I was part
of their becoming.”
Gomez is a warm, accessible, enthusiastic, and caring teacher who creates a
sense of community in the classroom.
He makes time to help all of his students
with anything, school-related or not.
“Gomez is one of the most helpful
and soft-hearted men you will ever encounter,” says Ryin Alexander, a former
student of Gomez’s. “When he found out
I was going to Humboldt State University, he gave me contacts of his family
and friends who live there who would
help me get a job and support me in my
new community.”
Gomez has an intangible amount of
love and care for both his students and
his friends and fellow faculty. He always
makes it clear that his door is open to
anyone whether you are a student of his
or not.
“Look,” Gomez says. “If you’re going to tell me something, just know that
I’m going to pay attention, listen attentively, and remember that you said that.”
Not only is Gomez a dedicated
teacher, but he is also a devoted father
to a two-year-old girl named Lena and a
husband to his wife, Beth. He spends all
of his free time going to different parks
in the community, My Museum, and the
Monterey Bay Aquarium with Lena.

“The man deeply cares about his
friends and family, and that care is reflected in how he approaches his students,” colleague Marc Stafford says.
How did this wonderful individual
start out by aspiring to be a pilot, then an
electrical engineer, and end up becoming an inspirational math teacher and a
devoted father?
Gomez has had a fascinating past
full of laughter, family, and adventure.
Coming from a very large and close-knit
family, he learned the value of money
and only having what he needed.
“I grew up in a family where I felt
like I didn’t need anything else,” Gomez
says. “And whenever I wanted something, I would think about who really
needs that.”
Instead of spending money on material things, he spent much of his time
running marathons, surfing, and camping all the way up and down the California coast. It was during one of these
random trips in 2010 that he met a girl
and after talking to her for the first time,
he knew that he was going to marry her.
After two years of chasing her, he finally
married his wife, Beth, on the anniversary of the day they met.
While it seems as if everything has
fallen into place for Gomez, this was not
always the case. He struggled in college
trying to figure out what career he wanted to pursue in his life.
After his dream of becoming a pilot in the Air Force was crushed because
of his eyesight, he majored in electrical

engineering because of his love
for math and science. After finding that electrical engineering involved computer programming,
he decided to make another career switch.
In the meantime, he was tutoring students in math to help
pay for his college, and he found
that every day he looked forward to those times that he got
to spend helping his students. It
was then that he realized that he
enjoyed finding a way to teach
that worked for both him and the
student.
“It was just fun,” Gomez
says. “I just had a good dynamic
when I was put in a teaching position. With everyone I worked
with we just figured out what
was going to work for them and
what was going to work for me,
courtesy of JUAN GOMEZ
and we were just off!”
Gomez embraces his role of father as he holds
Gomez understands that not
his 2-year-old daughter, Lena.
every student learns in the same
manner, but the experience in Mr. Goway as the person next to them and has
mez’s class was the most positive he has
dedicated his career to finding a way to
ever had.”
teach every individual student so he or
Gomez has made a tremendous imshe comprehends the lesson. He is expact not only on Carmel High School as
ceptional at thinking outside the box
a whole, but on the individual students
with his lesson plans that connect with
who were lucky enough to have him as
each student in his classroom.
a teacher.
“Gomez is such an exceptional
teacher that cares so much for the wellbeing of his students,” says Tom Clifford, a fellow teacher. “My son struggled
with math when taught in a traditional
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Leslie Tracy: renowned tennis player, mother, coach
BY KALEY MACDONALD

While getting ready to start the
match against arch rival Stevenson High
School, the coach gives the team a pep
talk about how the players should try
their best, practice good sportsmanship,
get every ball back, and, most importantly, have fun.
This philosophy describes Leslie
Tracy--mother, Carmel High School
girls’ assistant tennis coach, and Pebble
Beach tennis pro--perfectly.
Her face lights up with a smile
when she teaches the Carmel team both
mechanical skills and life skills to help
the team grow as people on and off the
court. After a long tennis career of playing in tennis tournaments nationally, she
chose to give back to the community by
coaching. She started assistant coaching
the Carmel team two years ago.
“I enjoy working with the girls,”
Tracy says. “I also love to help them
with life skills, and it’s a great way to
give back.”
By coaching with such compassion,
she is admired by all of the players on
the team.
“Leslie has taught the team sportsmanship and how to use that on and off
the court,” singles player Dillan Chiewpanich claims. “She is teaching us vital
life skills through helping us with our
tennis.”
Being a second-year assistant
coach, Tracy has made a drastic impact
not only with teaching sportsmanship,
but through her compassion to the team.
“Leslie is so kind because she always asks us how our day is going and
always talks to us about managing stress
and staying happy,” second-year CHS
player Dana Donaldson claims. “She is

Centennial
CONT. FROM 1

about celebrating Carmel’s birthday with
excitement and contagious joy.”
In addition to the thrill of performing came difficulties, especially for setting up for the instrumentalists and
singers, according to CHS music
teacher Brian Handley.
“The performance was fantastic;
however, we ran into some issues with
setting up the equipment for the instrumentalists,” Handley says. “Since we
had performers in down at the intersection and others on the float on the hill of
Junipero Street, it was difficult transport
and navigate in a vehicle through the
crowds between the two locations.”

always willing to help us with tennis or ments, the tennis star was ranked 6th naanything else no matter what the circum- tionally in doubles and 97th in singles.
stances are.”
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lot of which along with her family.
T h e
was acquired
four-year
during coltennis star
lege. Tracy attended the University of loved every minute of her time on her
the Pacific in Stockton on a tennis schol- college team. She and her team became
arship and played in many national tour- a family, and she made some of her best
naments, allowing her the opportunity friends from playing on the college team.
to travel worldwide and learn important
After her renowned tennis legacy in
life skills.
college, she put tennis on hold to start
During college and playing tourna- her family. She has two children, Lauren

and Scotty, ages 18 and 15.
Daughter Lauren admires her mother for everything she does on and off the
court.
“My mom is a really hard worker
on and off the court, and I really admire
her,” Lauren affirms. “She does a good
job of picking drills and games that she
thinks everyone will enjoy. She tries to
make sure everyone is included and having fun.”
Before her coaching career started,
Tracy’s life changed when she fell ill
during her first pregnancy. Her tennis
career was never quite the same afterwards.
“I hemorrhaged the retina in my
eye, causing a blind spot,” Tracy states.
“This made it difficult to compete at a
high level afterwards.”
Yet, even though she could not
compete like she used to, the dedicated
mother mentions how motherhood was
even better than playing.
“I was just a mom,” she mentions,
“and that was the best thing that I could
have done.”
As well as her renowned tennis legacy and time as a mother, she was also
involved in other activities throughout
high school. She was Associated Student
Body secretary and won the state championships in badminton in high school.
Tracy has had a long career of tennis
fame throughout her life. Most importantly, she has made a significant impact
in the lives of the entire Carmel girls’
tennis team, along with the lives of the
tennis community throughout the Monterey Peninsula. Her kindness and dedication to tennis and her family shines
and has a significant impact on the lives
of everyone around her.

Other issues arrived in the navigation of the float, especially sharp and uneven turns, hitting plenty of tree branches as a result. Handley even describes a
comical tree branch stuck in the champagne bottle of the cake float for part of
the parade.
“What I enjoyed about the event
was all the people lined by the sidewalk
and the hundreds of people cheering for
Carmel’s 100th anniversary,” CHS junior and instrumentalist Robbie Anderson. “I feel like CHS contributed a lot to
the parade, and that is a good thing since
we are named Carmel High School and
it would just make sense for students to
put in their time and effort to make this
centennial parade amazing.”
The week leading up to the parade
was filled with plenty of events, but was

to perform at other events and showing their interest in supporting our programs.”
CHS junior and orchestra member
Luke DePalatis explains that opening for
the show was stimulating, and to be able
to play for a new audience and a more
sophisticated atmosphere was extremely
different, yet exhilarating.
“In total, the experience was amazing, and the smiling faces made it all
worth it” Pak says. “Everyone gave their
all and I think we made Carmel proud!”

commenced with the play commemorating the development and history of the
arts, over the last 100 years in Carmel,
which was introduced with a 15-minute
pre-show concert performed by the CHS
orchestra students on Oct. 23.
The ensemble played four songs, including a variation of “Happy Birthday,”
for which Carmel mayor Steve Dallas
joined in. The concert was performed
in the historical outdoor Forest Theater,
a unique setting considering it was the
orchestra’s first time performing in outdoors.
“The audience was filled with spectators who are not usually hearing our
music ensembles,” Handley adds. “Anyone involved with the arts in Carmel
were there, and we received so much
positive feedback, asking for ensemble

courtesy of BRIAN HANDLEY

courtesy of BRIAN HANDLEY

Junior T.J. Sullinger, freshman Jeremiah Lamph and senior Audrey Reed singing
to the Beatles’ well-known “Birthday” song during the finale.

During the finale, CHS dancers frolicked along to the Beatles’ “Birthday” song.

From local to global

The Sandpiper takes a closer look into contemporary environmental issues

Campus litter issue, student indifference escalates
BY ANNA GUMBERG

It’s 1:14 on a Tuesday in the Carmel High School amphitheater. Lunch
has just ended, and all the students have
cleared out to class. The amphitheater
has not been returned to its typical, picturesque state.
In the students’ wake lie milk cartons, grapes and carrots. A granola bar
wrapper flutters across the turf, catching
on the plastic blades of grass. Plastic cutlery is strewn across the steps, accompanied by bigger, more intrusive waste. An
empty Muscle Milk container lies on its
side, a few feet away from a full plate of
food. Then the seagulls begin to fly in,
attacking what’s been left behind, eating some but leaving most to bake in the
mid-afternoon sun.
Litter on the CHS campus has been,
and continues to be, a major problem.
Custodian Florence Foster is the
primary handler of trash at CHS, explaining that despite the administration’s
efforts over the years, the litter problem
has proved impossible to eradicate.
“I have to pick up the trash,” Foster says. “The night custodians do some,
too, but I’m here all day, and I pick up
trash all day, sometimes for four or five
hours. The kids just leave it and walk
away.”

One of the main hubs of litter at
CHS is the amphitheater, a popular location during lunch for eating and socializing. This year, the amphitheater has been
closed off on several occasions, often for
days at a time due to excessive littering.
Assistant principal Tom Parry explains that this procedure of closing
down the amphitheater usually proves
effective in stemming the trash flow—
for a while.
“It seems to come in waves,” Parry
says. “If the problem has gotten bad and
we’ve warned [the students], we’ll close
the problem area down for a few days,
and then it will get better.”
Some students are privy to the problem as it occurs, like freshman Jeremiah
Lamph, a regular of the amphitheater at
lunch.
“People will throw things, like carrots, tomatoes, apples, even water bottles, and then people just don’t throw
away their trash,” Lamph says.
The problem extends beyond the
amphitheater as well. Walking the halls
of CHS, there are food wrappers and
forgotten plastic bags at short intervals,
and according to science teacher Kevin
Buran, students have a hard time finding
the trashcan in classrooms, too. Buran
allows students to eat in his classroom,
but despite his best efforts, their trash

doesn’t seem to find the designated bins.
“Students treat the sinks like garbage cans, and there’s crap everywhere,”
Buran adds. “It’s incessant. Every day
I’m cleaning up. I’m always mentioning
it to them, but it never sticks.”
There are disciplinary methods in
place for repeat offenders, but according
to Parry, nothing seems to permanently
put an end to the problem.
“I’ve given kids lunchtime detention for throwing trash repeatedly, but it
rarely gets worse than that,” Parry says.
“And we’re not always perfect at it, obviously, but what we’ll do is walk around
at lunch and make sure kids don’t litter.”
The underlying question of the CHS
litter problem is why it is a problem at
all, and the answers seem unclear. The
only sure explanations are tendencies
of carelessness and inattentiveness, and
when an issue is difficult to pinpoint, a
solution is equally as hard to come by.
Some faculty members, like Buran,
have entertained the idea of adding more
trash cans around campus, assuming that
if throwing away trash was more convenient, students would be less inclined to
simply leave it on the ground.
Apparently, CHS has tried trash can
additions in the past to no avail. Foster
explains that while adding trash cans has
been a temporary fix in the past, it has
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never lasted long. Students will remember the trashcans at first and for a while,
but they inevitably return to their old
ways. She goes on to say that after seventeen years of working here, the problem has never been so prevalent than in
recent years.
“I think part of it is just that students
just don’t think about it,” Buran adds.
Though the litter problem certainly
isn’t unique to CHS, it seems to be one
of the most notable problems at a generally environmentally conscious school.
“At other schools where I’ve
worked,” Parry says, “I’ll be walking
around, breaking up fights and making
sure kids are safe. But here, I’m making
sure people are picking up their trash.”
Other students have taken it upon
themselves to be a part of the solution
to the trash problem, making sure to do
their part when others won’t.
One such student is junior Kenshi
Husted, an advocate for the cleanliness
of Carmel High.
“During lunch, I’ll clean up the
green tables around the cafeteria and
pick up trash whenever I see it,” Husted explains. “I’ve seen it happen where
someone will tell a person to pick up
their trash, and the person will just look
at them and walk away.”
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Engineers and educators sound off on the fracking debate
BY CONNOR SUESS

ject.

Well, well, well—a very deep sub-

Hydraulic fracturing, commonly
known as “fracking,” is frequently in
the news. This drilling technique has enabled energy producers to extract oil and
natural gas from shale rock deep within
the earth, making energy much more affordable, while also sparking a fire of
environmental concerns.
Tired of seeing those Measure Z
signs on every corner? Although there
is no fracking currently in Monterey
County, Measure Z introduced the topic
to many in the area. If residents passed
the ballot measure, fracking and new oil
wells would be prohibited.
In addition to banning fracking,
Measure Z would also impact current local drilling. It proposed to require treatment of all wastewater produced through
current drilling operations, rather than
the current practice of injecting wastewater far below the water table.
Measure Z might have been the first
time you have heard about fracking, but
modern-day fracking began in the 1990s
as a new technique that combined vertical hydraulic fracturing with horizontal
drilling. Although fracking is more expensive than conventional drilling, the
rise in oil prices—caused by diminishing domestic oil production—spurred
investors to commit to the more costly
method.
The process of hydraulic fracturing
is a marvel of engineering. A well must
be drilled vertically 5,000 to 10,000 feet
deep, depending on the underground
geologic structure of the earth. Then it is
expanded horizontally, which greatly in-

creasing the area a single well can pump.
Michael Doyle, a civil engineer
with 25 years of experience in the oil and
gas industry, explains the next steps in
the process.
“An explosive charge will then be
put down the well and then detonated to
create fractures in the shale layer,” Doyle
describes. “Then the process of pumping
down a gel composed of water, sand and
other chemicals can begin.”
The injected fluid is then pressurized up to 30,000 pounds per square
inch, expanding the fractures. Oil or
natural gas is now free to flow through
those fractures and be drawn to the surface, where it is then processed by experts like Doyle.
One of the controversies unearthed
by fracking is the disposal of the hydraulic fluid. A drilling site may use millions
of gallons of contaminated water, which
then becomes known as “process water.”
Carmel High School Chemistry and
AP Biology teacher Thomas Dooner
elaborates on this issue.
“Some of the most carcinogenic
chemicals known to man are potentially going into that cocktail of chemicals
down into the earth,” Dooner reveals.
“Whatever goes in must be brought back
out—so what do you do with all that
wastewater?”
There are actually two answers to
his question.
The water is either treated and recycled for similar procedures or, more
commonly, injected deep into the earth
far below any aquifer.
Although conserving water by treating and recycling it appears logical, AP
Environmental Science teacher Jason
Maas-Baldwin gives insight as to why

this is easier said than done.
“Usually it’s not that expensive to
get rid of 90 percent of the pollutants
in the water, but the final bits of pollution are hugely expensive and energyintensive to purify,” Maas-Baldwin says.
“Reverse osmosis or microfiltration
would be needed to get it to a tertiary
(drinkable) treatment level.”
For example, in Bakersfield, California, where Doyle is currently working, all process water is treated and
reused. In southern Monterey County,
Chevron actively treats only one-third of
their wastewater and injects the remaining two-thirds below ground.
Although in California there have
been zero instances of groundwater contamination, the Environmental Protection Agency has documented multiple
instances in other states. Most contamination cases result when the company, as
a cost-saving measure, neglects to drill
the disposal well deep enough or seal it
properly. Such irresponsibility is costly
to everyone and presents an environmental risk.
“The fracking industry has many
guidelines,” Doyle points out. “They
need to observe proper drilling and casing procedures, as well as undergo regular inspections. If all is done correctly,
fracking can be safely done without contaminating the water table.”
Doyle discourages fear of fracking
accidents any more than fear of bridge
building or skyscraper construction. If
engineering rules and procedures are
followed, success is likely. If corners are
cut, disaster can result.
Maas-Baldwin stresses that even
one instance of cutting corners is unacceptable because it is drinking water be-

ing affected. He emphasizes that proper
oversight, proper regulations and proper
caution are imperative.
The environmental science teacher
also brings up the issue of water allocation in general.
“The big question for California is,
‘Where is the water for fracking going to
come from?’” Maas-Baldwin asks. “This
is where you see competing industries.
California’s main economic industry is
agriculture. It really becomes a question
of water resource priorities.”
As to benefits of fracking, Dooner
doesn’t have a hard time coming up with
answers.
“Benefits? I like a hot shower and I
like my cell phone,” Dooner says. “If I
want those things, I need energy. If I enjoy my lifestyle and I don’t like fracking,
I need to find another answer.”
Doyle agrees. “What’s good about
fracking is it’s a way to gets a relatively
cheap fuel out of the ground economically. We can use this cleaner source to
make energy. This method puts people to
work, generating revenue and income.”
In addition to making energy more
affordable, natural gas collected by
fracking is cleaner burning than coal or
oil. It contains less pollutants and contaminants than coal or oil. It is also more
efficient than the dirtier fossil fuels with
nearly a 100 percent combustion ratio.
“Our energy needs are not going
away,” Maas-Baldwin summarizes.
Whether these needs should be met
by fracking, or whether the risks outweigh the returns, fracking remains a
very deep subject indeed.
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Injury inspires varsity pitcher to pursue new interests
By MELISSA PAVLOFF

Pop. While on the mound last year,
Wesley Noble felt a sensation that no
athlete ever wants to experience: the
feeling of his elbow giving way. After
two more games of pitching, he could
no longer lift his arm and was forced to
come to terms with the fact that his life
was about to change.
“I kind of had a reoccurring pain my
whole life in my elbow,” says Noble, although the pop was certainly a sign of
something gone wrong.
The CHS senior had yielded impressive statistics on the mound all season, with two wins, 19 strikeouts and a
0.38 earned run average, according to
Max Preps. According to his Next College Student Athlete profile, Noble was
also throwing an 87-mile-per-hour fastball and had been named the Mission
Trail Athletic League pitcher of the year
for the 2015 season.
After a series of tests, however,
Noble learned that his ulnar collateral
ligament had been torn, and the only option to fix it was to undergo Tommy John
surgery, a specialized operation to repair
the torn ligament, which he initially
planned to try.
“I even had a surgery scheduled
with Dr. [Rick] Ravalin in Monterey...
but then I thought it wasn’t the best decision for me.”
The severity of the injury meant that
his pitching days were over, but Noble
continued to play as a designated hitter,
finishing the 2016 season with a .333
batting average.
Since his decision to cancel the surgery, Noble’s time spent playing baseball has dwindled, as he no longer plays

for his club team, though he suggests
that he has enjoyed this change of pace.
“College would have been baseball [and] after college would have been
baseball,” he notes.
Carmel
Padres varsity
baseball coach
Randy
Bispo, who has
coached Noble
the past three
seasons, praises his ability to
bounce back,
citing him as not only one of the best
athletes at CHS, but also as a team player who has handled this major setback
with grace.
“He didn’t sit back feeling sorry for
himself,” Bispo remarks of Noble, who
is set to play baseball again for the 2017
season, leading off for the Padre offense
and starting in right field.
Similarly, this suddenly devastating injury has not stopped Noble off the
field either, as it has prompted him to
look for new ways to occupy his time,
pursuant with his keen interest in marine science and marine biology. With
more time to focus on school, Noble has
been able to specially tailor his schedule
more toward the type of career he hopes
to obtain in the future and is currently
enrolled in four AP classes and three science courses.
“Wesley has...the mental toughness
to recuperate,” Bispo notes.
He has also branched out to engage
in different hobbies, having taken a new
interest in the outdoors, particularly in
backpacking and camping, and has gone
on several self-led backpacking trips

through the Ventana wilderness and the
Sierra Nevada mountains.
His passion for marine science and
his enhanced concern with the environment prompted Noble to discuss these
interests
with
his father, who
put him in contact with childhood friend Jim
Barry, the senior
scientist of the
research division
chair at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute.
“He gave me his phone number, and
I called him,” recalls Noble, who has
since visited MBARI several times periodically to assist in setting up the labo-

Noble was
throwing an 87
mph fastball.

ratory which is used to conduct research
on ocean acidification.
Although he has yet to work directly with Barry, Noble has already made a
clear reputation for himself.
“My impression of Wesley is that he
is a motivated young man with lots of
potential,” Barry says.
AP Environmental Science teacher
Jason Maas-Baldwin also praises Noble’s work ethic and character, saying
that Noble is a clear leader in the classroom community and is both focused
and charismatic.
“I’d say our relationship is special,” Maas-Baldwin says. “There’s an
unspoken mutual respect and trust...that
pervades our relationship and everyday
interactions. Wesley is truly an inspiration to me.”

courtesy of WESLEY NOBLE

SLANG-CABULARY
Carmel High’s Urban Dictionary

Sara Phillips
senior
“Boi”
when someone does very
poorly or very well
If someone trips -- “Boi.”

Jackson Saulnier
senior
“Bai bai”
to say goodbye or
acknowledge a roast
If your friend says that Little
Timmy is like a koala with
no arms because he can’t
hang -- “Bai bai.”

Zach Haines
senior
“Gang”
group of men that look hard
My gang is better than your
gang.
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AP Spanish students expand language at CHOMP
BY GRACE DAVIS

Following the arrival of the Carmel High School AP Spanish class at
Community Hospital of the Monterey
Peninsula on Oct. 27, the students were
immediately immersed by the Spanishspeaking hospital staff for the remainder
of their instructional field trip.
The AP Spanish class has been
enriching its vocabulary through community involvement for many years
with the help of teacher Olga Chandler
and the Spanish-speaking employees at
CHOMP as students tour the facility.
Students began by learning the vocabulary associated with the Advanced
Placement test specifically related to the
science and technology unit. Chandler
explained that prior to the recent AP test
changes, she would take the students on
different field trips.
“Now our field trips are vocabularybased so they relate to the vocabulary we
are using now in class,” Chandler said.
Following their arrival at CHOMP,
the students were guided around the
patient rehabilitation unit by Spanish
speaking employee Mario Ruiz, the director of the inpatient rehabilitation unit.
As the students toured the hospital
they were required to take notes, specifically on vocabulary-related topics,
in preparation for a future essay assign-

ment. The essay topic involves comparing a hospital or health care program in
a Spanish speaking country to its U.S.
equivalent.
The students then toured the different hospital wings, reviewing what
happens in each wing, and meeting employees who work there. The employees
covered what their typical day includes
as well as the process each patient goes
through.

Junior Joaquin Buenrostro
enjoyed learning specifically
about the employees
“On this trip I learned that
there are specialists in each
wing of the hospital who specialize in certain fields of medicine,” Buenrostro said.
As the trip progressed, students learned about technology
used in a hospital, specifically

“Now our field trips are
vocabulary-based so
they relate to the
vocabulary we are using
now in class.”

photo by OLGA CHANDLER

machines for patients in radiology. As
the conversation continued with hospital
employees, students listened attentively
and contributed enthusiastically.
Sophomore Valentina Anea explained that she learned the importance
of Spanish at CHOMP and the benefits
of speaking multiple languages in the
medical field such as being able to communicate with local patients.
Many students in the class took the
most pleasure out of seeing a newborn
baby in the nursery at the end of the field
trip.
The AP Spanish class will be going
on other field trips throughout the year
relating to other themes of the course
which are designed to give them valuable practice with Spanish fluency and
dialect differences.

AP Spanish students pose with the Dennis the Menace statue outside the Family
Birthing Center at Community Hospital of the Monterey Peninsula.

LOCAL SPORTS

Competition horse rider barrel-races to success
agement,” Thompson says.
Managing time is a big responsiJunior Jordan Thompson has been bility Thompson has needed to learn
competing since June in barrel racing, throughout her high school career. Not
pole bending, quad rangle, hurry scur- only does Thompson have to balance
ry and so much more at the Gymkhana her time, but also her patience with her
events in Salinas.
horse.
Riding horses is not a sport offered
“You spend time with them, give
by schools, but
them enough
it takes a lot of
love, enough
responsibility
horse cookies,”
“Having a bond
and passion to
Thompson
take care of a
says.
“Havbetween them is what I
living animal.
ing a bond
find special about
Thompson
between them
explains that
is what I find
a horse.”
horses need to
special about a
be taken care
horse.”
of and loved
Trainer
daily, just like house pets. Feeding, Rhena Agostini, the vice president of the
brushing, baths and exercise are some California Gymkhana Association Disexamples of responsibilities needed to trict 8 Tri-county Riders, helps students
be done.
like Thompson know the importance of
“It definitely makes me take a lot of caretaking and control. Agostini knows
things into consideration, like time man- that school always comes first, but also
By CLAIRE TAAGEN

photo by CLAIRE TAAGEN

Thompson and horse Miss America finishing a barrel-racing event.

courtesy of JORDAN THOMPSON

Junior Jordan Thompson rides her horse Roddy at 2016 Firecracker Frenzy in
Salinas, California.
“It’s not something you can take
encourages Thompson to balance it out
lightly,” Agostini remarks.
with her horse riding and care.
Agostini isn’t the only mentor in
“You really have to have the love
Thompson’s life to support her.
and passion for them,” Agostini adds.
Mary Lee, Thompson’s mother, enThompson has found that hard work
pays off if you are passionate towards courages her daughter to also strive for
success and keep doing what she loves
the animals.
“Practice makes perfect,” Agostini the most.
“She’s independent herself so it’s
advises about the discipline and labor
not hard to push her to do these things,”
put into this interest.
Agostini has had a passion for Thompson’s mother says. “She wants
horses ever since she was a kid, and her the best results for herself.”
This sport may be a challenge for
parents encouraged her passion to let her
Thompson to learn how to communicate
continue.
Thompson has not grown up with and take care of a horse, but the hard
horses, but she has always had a passion work and passion she puts into it makes
for them. She started competing in June it easier.
this year. At the Gymkhana on Oct. 22,
Thompson competed in six events with
her horse, Miss America.
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Sports Illustrated writer helps coach middle school teams
BY EVAN PATEL

For local Sports Illustrated writer
Alan Shipnuck, playing 18 holes with
Stephen Curry one day and then helping
out on the Carmel Middle School soccer
field the next is the usual.
Shipnuck, 41, is a Salinas native
and senior writer for the most subscribed
sports magazine in the U.S. He was also
the assistant coach for Carmel Middle
School’s third league-ranked girls’ soccer team and the assistant coach for the
sixth and seventh grade girls’ basketball
team.
Balancing both jobs has been difficult for the accomplished writer considering their demanding nature.
“It’s been a challenge to juggle
everything,” Shipnuck says, “and it’s
somewhat amazing I missed only one
game when I was at the Ryder Cup in
Minnesota. I’m currently working on
a big feature on U.S. Open champion
Dustin Johnson. For the reporting, I
spent a long day with him in southern
California.”
With soccer practices Monday
through Thursday every week and games
scattered in between, finding time to fit
his schedule has been tough, especially
considering that Shipnuck has covered
many of the world’s biggest sporting
events in recent years: the Super Bowl,
the Masters, the U.S. Open, the PGA
Championship, the Ryder Cup and the
Olympics, for which he spent 18 days in
Rio de Janeiro.
Despite his current bustling life as
a father, coach, writer and golfer that
spans many different locations and jobs,
it all began for Shipnuck quite simply.
Since college, the only job Shipnuck
has ever held is as a writer for SI. With
a clear goal in 1994 as a 21-year-old intern, he wrote his first cover story for SI.
Two years later when he was hired, he
became the youngest staff writer in SI’s
history.
But the story of his journey to the
highest ranks of journalism began at a
young age. In fact, it began with the very
magazine for which he now writes.
Growing up as a seventh grader in
Salinas, Shipnuck’s favorite magazine
was Sports Illustrated. His father’s girlfriend was a subscriber, giving young
Alan access to countless pages of sports

Field risks
CONT. FROM 1

In 2014, the same year that these
claims were made, the Carmel School
Board made the decision to tear out the
natural grass athletic field and replace it
with artificial turf. As construction began, so did the murmurings of a health
risk because of the crumb rubber field.
“I personally never heard of reports until the summer of 2014,” CHS
athletic director Golden Anderson says
when speaking of allegations of health
risks. Anderson mentions the positives
of placing the field, saying the original
grass field was “too narrow for soccer,”
and that it “was impossible to play field
hockey.”
But if CUSD were placing the field
now, decision-makers might not have
chosen this option.
“I personally never heard of re-

literature. And so he began to collect
sports stories and dissect them, finding
patterns the writers used and effective
journalism methods.
Beginning in middle school, Shipnuck has always been a part of the jour-

he enrolled at UCLA, partly due the
school’s fantastic newspaper, the Daily
Bruin.
“I used to fly to football and basketball games in Arizona and Washington
and Oregon,” the writer says. “It was in-

courtesy of GOLF MAGAZINE

Alan Shipnuck (left) with U.S. Open champion and 2016 Player of the Year Dustin
Johnson (right) his agent David Winkle at Sherwood County Country Club in
Thousand Oaks.
nalism world. He joined the newspaper
at his middle school and then the yearbook in high school. However, it was in
high school that his journalism career
really took off.
“An important milestone for me
came in my junior year of high school,”
Shipnuck reminisces. “I was reading the
Salinas Californian, and there was a little ad that said, ‘Sports Writers Wanted.’
So I just called them up, and they gave
me a one-game trial. Even though I was
only 16, I had been doing it since seventh grade and knew what I was doing.
And when the editor had finished reading my story, he asked me, ‘Are you sure
you’ve never done this before?’”
Shipnuck was hired and covered
sports for his junior and senior years. He
slowly began making a name for himself, his stories even reaching the front
page.
And as high school came to end,

credible. It was like working for the LA
Times except I was still in school.”
And while he developed himself
as a writer through the school year, the
real opportunity came for him during his
summer jobs.
He’d always come home in the
summers and, starting senior year in
high school, work as a cartboy at Pebble
Beach Golf Links. There, he met a man
named Mark Mulvoy, the managing editor at Sports Illustrated.
“He was the top guy, the big
cheese,” Shipnuck jokes. “He is retired
now, but he is a legend in magazine circles. I told him my dream in life was to
write for his magazine. He gave me his
card and every few months, when I was
down at UCLA, I’d send him a letter. I
never got a response, but kept sending
the letters.”
Two years later, the summer of
1993, Mulvoy came out again to Pebble

ports until the summer of 2014,” CHS
athletic director Golden Anderson says
when speaking of allegations of health
risks. Anderson mentions the positives
of placing the field, saying the original
grass field was “too narrow for soccer,”
and that it “was impossible to play field
hockey.”
But if CUSD were placing the field
now, decision-makers might not have
chosen this option.
There wasn’t any information on
this possible connection by the time they
were placing the field, but replacing it is
still a viable option. Anderson affirms
that steps will be taken to ensure the
safety of Carmel High students if further
reports confirming this correlation are
released to the public.
In early February, the U.S Environmental Protection Agency made a plan
to study key elements in human health.
By late this year, there are status reports
that could give some insight into these
allegations.

Kris Ann Ditmore, varsity field
hockey coach, feels as though she hasn’t
been informed of the risks.
“I’ve read about it, but I don’t know
much about crumb rubber specifically,”
says Ditmore, who adds that she would
need to know more about it before dealing with any sort of precaution.
“It was just brought to my attention
this year,” continues Ditmore, who puts
the safety of her players as her first priority. Ditmore has been coaching for nine
years with the field placed a little over
two years ago, yet she only recently saw
these reports.
Many student athletes are already
informed and aware of the possible threat
that crumb rubber fields could have on
their health, but others are oblivious.
Haemi Chee, a freshman CHS field
hockey center defence, had never heard
of these reports and was unsure of what
they meant. Chee, with limited information, feels as though the school should
take any and all precautions.

Beach. Though he never responded to
any of Shipnuck’s many emails, he knew
they existed.
“It did demonstrate a certain amount
of hustle and determination,” Shipnuck
explains. “And the timing was perfect
as SI began expanding its golf coverage.
He wound up giving me an internship,
and I dropped out of UCLA for a year
and moved to New York on January 2,
1994.”
SI had underestimated the advertiser
interest there would be in a new section
called Golf Plus, which was expanded
golf coverage going to subscribers. Golf
at the time wasn’t covered too heavily,
but Mulvoy was a huge golfer.
As golf began taking off in the U.S.,
advertisers came flocking, and stories
were in high demand. With writers under great stress to produce articles, the
Salinas native was put out there to do a
few smaller stories to help take the pressure off the writers.
The stories kept getting bigger and
bigger as Shipnuck continued to write.
And by the end of his internship, he
wrote a cover story on the baseball player Ken Griffey Jr. With this feature story,
his employment after college was basically secured.
Alan Shipnuck eventually found his
way back home to the Monterey Peninsula. The fact that one of the world’s
greatest golf courses and many prominent events are always around the corner
was just a major bonus.
He has been the main golf writer for
SI since the mid-1990s.
“There’s a literary tradition in golf,”
Shipnuck notes. “There’s always been a
lot of great writers. In SI you go from
Herbert Warren Wind to Dan Jenkins to
Rick Reilly, three of the greatest sports
writers of all time. And golf was their
beat, so there’s some legacy there.”
Starting in January, Shipnuck will
have his own website in Golf.com called
“Backspin” that will have podcasts, videos, articles and his other work.
“I do miss the days where print was
king, but those days are gone,” Shipnuck explains as he continues the shift
to a more digital news world. As he says,
“You have to adapt.”

“I feel like they should replace
it with another material even if it isn’t
proven yet,” Chee says.
Another student, junior Joyce
Doherty, has been playing field hockey
for all three years of her high school career and trusts the school board.
“I think Carmel does take a lot of
precaution to safety,” says Doherty, indicating that this issue would be no different.
There have been many high schools
that have chosen to take out their turf
field and replace it with a field that holds
no possible threat to the safety of the
players. The most popular option has
been a cork-and-coconut artificial turf
with a shock pad underneath. If research
is released that crumb rubber can have
long term effects on the human body,
CHS will find another solution that will
put safety first, Anderson assures.
More reports are due to be released
by early 2017 at the latest.
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Auger treads water polo team past MTAL championships to CCS
BY ELLIE ALTO

co-captain, says that Auger has always
been inspiring and continues to inspire
the team as a whole while leading by example.
“He inspires
the team really
well,” Fisher says.
“He works really
hard and he’s always pushing during the games and
trying his best.”
Junior Max
House, another one of Auger’s teammates, agrees.

skill. He plans on continuing his water
polo career past the high school level
and bringing it to the collegiate level and
cites that his reason for continuing is his
love for the sport.
“Playing in college is something
I’ve always dreamed of doing because
being able to play at a high level is
something I strive for all of the time,”
Auger says.
Auger is currently being recruited
by schools including the Naval and Air
Force Academies, U.C. San Diego, U.C.
Santa Barbara and other Division III
club teams.
The captain says that his
biggest disadvantage in the
sport would be his size, yet he
has managed to turn it into an
advantage in the pool, which
requires him to be quick and responsive.
A typical training day for
Auger consists of two hours of
swimming in the morning and
two hours of water polo practice
after school. Over summer, his
practice time increases to six
to eight hours of training every
day.
“If I wasn’t playing water
polo right now, I would most
likely be playing soccer, a similarly fast-paced sport,” Auger
says. “Something that I actually
really like about water polo is
the fact that you’re always doing something. I can’t find that
photo by KEN DOO
in any other sport.”

“Kevan’s a really good leader,”
House says. “He’s always getting us
focused, and his leadership is quiet but
present. I respect every
single
way
he treats the
game.”
W i t h
regular travel up to the
Bay Area to
compete with
higher level teams, Auger continues to
expand the reaches of his water polo

During his eighth grade year, Kevan
Auger almost made the 15U Olympic
Development Program National Water
Polo Team and was an alternate. In a sea
of 6-foot-5-inch, 220 pound players, he
stood a proud 5 feet 8 inches and 145
pounds.
Auger, now a 5-foot-9-inch senior
driver, four-year varsity team member
and CHS team captain, is a strong force
in the pool. After playing in 12 games
this season, Auger has compiled 46
goals, four assists and four steals, bringing the team to CCS yet again.
In his CHS water polo career, he has racked up an impressive 153 goals, 64 assists,
54 steals and 37 turnovers. His
accomplishments include three
Coaches Awards, the 2016 Nick
Johnson Award, three All-Conference Team placements and
an All-County Team placement.
The shooter first got interested in water polo during the
fourth grade at only 10 years
old when he saw his brother
playing, and he has since fallen
in love with the sport.
“I watched my brother
playing and I was like ‘This is
really cool,’ so I started playing
the next season,” Auger says.
“I was also playing baseball at
the time, but over the next few
years I quit baseball and started
focusing on water polo.”
Senior Parker Fisher, a
long-time friend and fellow Senior Kevan Auger propels out of the water for a shot on goal against Valley Christian High School.

“He’s always getting
us focused, and his
leadership is quiet
but present.”

PADRE SPORTS

New coach maintains high hopes for upcoming soccer season

BY PARINDA DESAI
After seven years of coaching the
Carmel High varsity girls’ soccer team,
Whitney Grummon has stepped down
from that position, leaving newcomer
Mucho Pefok to fill her cleats.
It came as a shock to the team when
beloved Grummon, also a popular CHS
English teacher, decided to part ways

with them, but she said she did it for all
of the right reasons.
After hearing the news that her sister, Wilder, and her niece, Raleigh, were
moving to California, Grummon, though
ecstatic, was pensive about leaving her
team. But taking care of a child, keeping
up with her teaching workload and being there for the team was too much for

photo by PARINDA DESAI

New head coach Mucho Pefok considering the talent at Nov. 3 varsity tryouts.

anyone to handle, even Grummon.
“It was a really hard decision, and
sometimes I do think I could have done
it all, but they are all full-time jobs, and I
couldn’t be as present as I’d like to be,”
she says.
Though leaving her team was a difficult decision, she left her girls in capable hands.
Although it is his first time coaching girls’ soccer, Mucho Pefok, born in
Cameroon, West Africa, came to Monterey to play for Cal State Monterey Bay,
as well as coach junior varsity soccer,
but now through this experience he is
ready to bring the heat this season and
share his knowledge of the game with
the CHS girls.
“Since I was a kid, I have been very
passionate about the sport, and I love it
more than anything else, so I am hoping
to bring my experience and dedication to
the team,” Pefok says.
With aspirations of improving the
team, the coach has already planned out
his goals for the upcoming
season and those to come.
“I want to identify and groom their
talent, as well as come up with strategies and enforce strong discipline for the
girls,” Pefok says.
Despite the loss of some great players—the dynamic defensive duo Marie
Rogers and Jilly Empey as well as forward Lauren Salvati—Mucho still has
the extremely focused center-forward
Paxton Ataide and some fresh new talent

like freshman Itzel Rios-Ellis to work
with in order to propel the team this season and bounce them back from their
fourth place MTAL finish in 2015-16.
With the soccer season rapidly approaching, the girls have a lot to say
about the change.
“Grummon was not only a coach,
but a mother figure and a role model, so
this is going to be an emotional change
more than anything,” senior goalie Allie
Staehle says.
Although acknowledging a difficult
parting, Staehle is optimistic and looks
at the beneficial aspects of this change:
“[Grummon] was an amazing coach and
motivator who carried the team spiritually, but it is a great opportunity to
see coaching styles from two different
people, for a better understanding of the
game.”
Intrigued by Pefok’s experience
and skill, the girls look forward to the
opportunity to be coached by him.
“I believe that he will be beneficial
to the team,” junior midfielder Hannah
Ryan says. “A male figure will help us
focus.”
Only time will tell how Pefok’s
training will refine and change the girls’
talent, but he believes this season will
kick off with a bang, and with his help,
the girls will score some great wins this
season.
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Shoe Game loss still most rewarding part of PG experience
BY ALEX POLETTI

Pacific Grove students have never
been known for their optimism. That
may be why a recent survey shows that
P.G. students count the recent Shoe
Game loss as one of the top moments of
their high school career.
Beating out other categories like
watching paint dry and not getting into
the college of their choice, Pacific Grove
students selected the 48-37 loss against
perennial powerhouse Carmel as their
favorite memory.
It was noticeable at the Shoe Game
how content Pacific Grove students were
with the score; while Carmel students
chanted “P.G. can’t hang” or “Shine our
shoe,” students from P.G. could be heard
saying, “Not everyone’s a winner!”
According to Pacific Grove senior
Joshua Nortenberry*, this slogan embodies the high school experience at P.G.
for him and so many of his classmates.
“Growing up, my father always told

me that I wasn’t good enough, and I soon
came to believe it, so watching this game
really comforted me,” Nortenberry says.
Other students look at the loss as
preparation for life in the outside world.
“I know that we all have our failures
when we grow up, and I appreciate how
P.G.HS tries to give us a taste of that
early on,” freshman Jessica Nordstrom
adds.
Most students reported that they are
happy the shoe is where it belongs.
P.G. faculty member Franklin Robertson, the man tasked with keeping care
of the shoe for its short stay in the butterfly city, often noticed how the trophy
just seemed out of place.
“I’d go in to dust it every once in
a while, and it just called out to me,”
Robertson recalls. “It had that look—
like one of those kids at Stevenson who
was only there because his parents didn’t
want him at home on the weekends.”
When taking photos with the trophy
two years ago, the shoe appeared unpho-

togenic and disinterested, drawing comparisons
to Ryan Reynolds at Taylor
Swift’s Fourth of
July party.
“I’ve never
known that a trophy was capable
of this level of
anthropomorphism, but this
spray-painted
photo by LUKE DePALATIS
cleat juxtaposed
on a wooden As Pacific Grove soon found out, things fall apart, the center
frame exuded a cannot hold.
sense of pining,”
Pacific Grove PTO secretary and parent
former P.G. photography student Alyssa Stephen Bloomberg says. “If I thought
Sinclair remembers. “I feel happy for the my kid was a winner, I would’ve sent
shoe now that it’s back home.”
him to Stevenson.”
The students aren’t the only people
content with the results; parents are also *All names, quotes, and events are puresupportive of the game’s outcome.
ly fictional. Except for the Shoe Game.
“This is why we moved to P.G.,” We won that.

LOCAL SPORTS

Sanctuary Rock Gym prepares for bouldering competition
BY GRACE LIANG

As the weekend approaches, many
go out to enjoy a night out with friends
or are putting off homework until the
last possible minute; however, some are
preparing for an upcoming bouldering
competition held this Saturday, Nov. 12,
at the Sanctuary Rock Gym in Seaside.
Among the many participants are
Carmel High School juniors James Delehanty, Ihlara Gray and Preston Miglaw.

“It’s not really a competition,” Miglaw says. “It’s just a fun thing to hype
and bring us all together before the
[main event].”
Competitors will engage in a series
of tests of their skills for assorted climbing gear and other paraphernalia.
Along with that, the gym will also
feature a screening of Reel Rock 11, a
compilation of outdoor adventure films
showcasing the sport’s biggest athletes,
their exhilarating endeavors around the

photo by MIKE PALSHAW

Carmel Middle School sixth grader Riley Palshaw isn’t a boulderer yet, but is
already on her way, working on novice climbing at Sanctuary Rock Gym.

globe and their struggles against the laws
of gravity—and the laws of the land.
Now, many may associate “competition” with oiled-up muscleheads
battling head to head in unprecedented
feats of inhuman strength on an Olympic stage, but this is not the case. Within
the speckled walls of the gym, rookie
and experienced climbers alike gather
together in a relaxed and lively environment.
“See that greasy little kid over
there?” jokes owner Spike Bascou,
pointing at a little girl struggling to secure her tiny limbs onto a faraway handhold. “We get all kinds of people here,
ranging from first-time birthday-goers
to dedicated competitors and regulars
who’ve been here since the beginning—
it’s a real diverse place for everyone.”
In preparation for the event, Bascou
shows profound dedication in what he
does, spending long hours scaling walls
accordingly to different skill levels by
paving and marking routes with colored
duct tape—a process that takes well over
three days.
By doing so, he ensures the full participation of every attendee and provides
less intimidating options for first-time
climbers.
“There isn’t a ‘right way’ to attack

a certain problem. That’s why it’s interesting to see different people work it out
since you see and learn things you would
have never considered doing yourself.”
Climbing, by Bascou’s definition, is
a very personalized experience that exercises the entire body and hones decision-making skills.
Delehanty concurs. “It’s a really
good imaginative outlet [and] there’s
no [definitive] structure around it—you
basically have free range over what you
want to do.”
The entire day will be filled with
various activities and will also provide
catering from local restaurant Happy
Girl Kitchen. Saturday’s bouldering
competition will begin at 2 p.m. and will
end at 5:30 p.m. Stick around a little
longer for the 7:30 p.m. screening of
Reel Rock. Pre-registration is required to
compete and competitors are automatically entered into a prize raffle and will
receive a free meal.
So whether you’re seeking a good
alternative body workout or simply
spectating, Sanctuary Rock Gym’s
Reel Rock and Bouldering Competition will surely attract climbers
and those looking for a good time.
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Say Amen to Ramen: Japanese restaurant wows with flavor
BY ANNALISE KRUEGER

Alvarado Ramen, the newest
addition to downtown Monterey,
combines a laid-back atmosphere,
authentic Japanese cooking and fast
service to create what is quickly becoming one of the more popular dining spots on Alvarado Street.
For readers who are unaware,
this style ramen is dramatically different from the type that college students use to stay alive in between
beverages; it is a flavorful Japanese
dish which is created in various
unique styles depending on the technique used.
Alvarado Ramen’s menu begins
with its signature bowls, but includes
the option of customers selecting
their own ingredients for a more personal approach. Diners can select
from a variety of broths, noodles and
toppings to form their own ramen
bowl.
The restaurant also offers an assortment of appetizers, salads and
sides such as edamame, traditional
rice and their house salad. Additionally, the spot serves Maven’s macaron ice cream in various flavors.

Customers begin their experience at Alvarado Ramen by ordering
their meal and receiving a number in
order for their server to find them.
Within minutes, the food is served,
which is undeniably a remarkable
feat for such a new, popular restaurant.

food compensates for its cost in
both size and quality.
Creating my own ramen bowl,
I started with a tonkotsu broth and
added in traditional ramen noodles with chicken, green onions,
seaweed and a hard-boiled egg as
toppings. I very much enjoyed my
meal and
found the
combination of
fresh ingredients
to
be not only
authentic,
but appetizing. Although the
entire culinary experience was
delightful,
I
found
photo by ANNALISE KRUEGER
the highlight of my
A typical Alvarado Ramen meal consists of a traditional ramen
meal
was
bowl and white rice on the side.
undoubtedly
Individual meals are typically the strawberry-Nutella macaron I enaround $10, and likely more includ- joyed.
The flavorful uniqueness of the
ing the popular sides. However, the

Alvarado Ramen
487 Alavarado St.
(831) 643-9556
11:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
5 p.m. -9 p.m.
ramen does not come easily; the
broth is stewed for eleven hours prior
to being served, and the local ingredients are prepared diligently by the
hard-working cooks.
My dad ordered the chicken
curry, which I willingly sampled. It
was a piquant combination of white
rice, chicken breast and vegetables
all covered in curry sauce, which we
found to be delightful and flavorful.
The atmosphere of the restaurant dramatically enhanced the meal,
with popular rock songs playing in
the background, and the restaurant
having modern, wood-paneled decor. Overall, it had a relaxed vibe
and attractive aroma that deemed the
restaurant an interesting spot to passersby.

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Roadside restaurant offers quiet setting, loud character
but also make great gifts for all occasions. Serving a self-proclaimed
Forty minutes south of Carmel “seasonal, locally sourced Califoris a quaint, modern cafe-style res- nian cuisine,” the Big Sur Roadtaurant by the name of the Big Sur house has a sparse but diverse menu,
Roadhouse, a picturesque destination preparing dishes from deviled eggs
for a tasty meal in a relaxed and ca- to chicken-fried steak with fries and
gravy.
sual setting.
Customers choose an option
Hidden by trees, the restaurant
from a menu placed outside the res- provides the perfect location for lotaurant’s front door and then place cals willing to take a scenic drive or
orders at the counter directly inside, for travelers looking for a meal stop
where they pay simultaneously for along Highway 1.
the food and service. Everything else
Our first visit to the restaurant
is self-serve, with water and neatly featured a split-and-share approach,
wrapped utensils available at the dis- as we ordered both the Heirloom Tomato Salad ($14) and Roasted Garlic
cretion of customers.
The self-serve counter also of- and Hummus Plate ($12) in an effort
fers a variety of condiments, as well to test the ambitious diversity of the
as complimentary glass jars of jam, menu.
Right from the start, customers
which help enhance meals and flavor,
are able
to see the
charming
character of Big
Sur Roadhouse,
indicated
by
the
old truck
which sits
quaintly
rusted in
front of
the gate.
Seating
photo by ANNA GUMBERG
consists
of various
The restaurant provides a variety of seating, including an outdoor
patio, where customers take advantage of the warm sunshine and o p t i o n s ,
cozy atmosphere.
with sev-

BY ANNA GUMBERG AND MELISSA PAVLOFF

eral indoor tables, including
lounging sofas
and traditional chairs, as
well as a dogfriendly front
patio, where
customers enjoy
sunlight
and a Pacific
Coast breeze.
We opted
photo by ANNA GUMBERG
for the outdoor
patio, choos- Big Sur Roadhouse features a menu filled with savory flavors
ing plush sofas and fresh ingredients, offering options such as the Hummus
situated near a Platter and Heirloom Tomato Salad.
tiled fire pit to
mild flavors, though the star of the
serve as our table. The service was dish was a head of roasted garlic,
just a tad slow, as to be expected for a served with a miniature fork to prolazy Monday afternoon, but the food vide easy access to the toasted cloves,
was certainly worth the wait.
seasoned simply but effectively by a
The sweetness of the fresh to- traditional herb mix and olive oil.
matoes in the salad
The Big
was blended exquiSur
Roadsitely with the salty
Big Sur Roadhouse
house has efdelicacy of olives
fectively ac47080
CA-1
and the subtle, nutcomplished a
(831) 667-2370
ty flavor of mozzarustic, inviting
rella, with a tangy
8:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. environment
vinaigrette dresscoupled with
Monday-Sunday
ing drizzled lightly
well-prepared,
over the assortment
well-presentof
ingredients,
ed food, givmaking for a blast of flavor and a re- ing customers a gourmet meal served
freshing pop of color.
in the comforts of the home.
The hummus platter consisted of
We officially present the Big Sur
the perfect ratio of fresh hummus to Roadhouse with the Gumloff seal of
warm sliced pita, accompanied by a approval.
small cup of assorted olives, excellent compliments to the otherwise
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From New York to your front door, Tommy will rock you to Pieces
BY ARCHER MICHAELS

Tommy Castellanos shreds out a
chord on his guitar, Joe Johnsson gives
his bass one more pluck before muting
the strings, and Kevin ¨Bagel¨ Nagle
pounds his drums into oblivion before
we all hear a loud knock on the garage
door.
¨Monterey Police Department, open
up!¨ says the unidentified officer.
This is how the night before their
October 21 show came to an end for
Tommy and the Pieces. It is also the end
of them ever practicing in the Monterey
neighborhood near Dennis the Menace
Park ever again.
I met the band at their now-former
practice space a little after 6 p.m. I
met up with Bagel just as Joe showed
up, then followed the two into Bagel’s
friend’s garage, packed to the brim with
boxes, band equipment and just general
crap. Tommy arrived shortly after, and
we all packed into the garage and began
the rehearsal.
Tommy formed his band when he
came here from New York. Being a completely self-taught guitarist and singer,
he just needed to find a drummer and
bassist. Enter Bagel, the former drummer of the once-great, now-broken-up
local band Glass House. The two met at
a party on Asilomar Beach after Tommy
had performed at the East Village Coffee
Lounge.
“I was just kinda casually talking
to him about how I wanted to make a
band,” Tommy
says into his mike
while Joe strums
his bass. Bagel
had asked if Castellanos wanted
him to drum for
him. “And I was
like, ‘F--- yeah I
want you to play
drums for me!’”
Joe is the seventh or eighth bassist
the band has officially had, but he is by
far the most talented one, according to
Bagel and Tommy.
“Joe is like Zeus baby kid,” Tommy
says. “He, like, fell out of the sky like a

lightning bolt….It’s like we have Flea in
our band.”
Joe stays humble as Tommy goes on

dozen people; they didn’t get much energy or reaction from the crowd, but they
still rocked the show all on their own.

many different styles of music. Tommy
grew up in Florida, Georgia and New
York before coming out here to play music. Between his self-taught style, varied tastes in music and Bagel and Joe’s
background in the CHS band, they have
a really varied, interesting sound. Tommy has compared the feeling of Joe’s
bass playing to the feeling you get when
you down an organic drink out of mason
jar. When Tommy plays, you can definitely feel the inspirations of early ‘60s
pop music, like the Beatles.
Tommy and the Pieces is really a
genre-crossing band, and it definitely
comes through when you hear them
live, from punk rock-esque song such
as “Wake up the Neighbors,” which has
some Blink-182 influences, to “Move on
Vacation,” which has this really sweet
“Island in the Sun” vibe, like you’re on
vacation in the Caribbean sipping on a
margarita with your significant other. In
their song “Baby Girl” you can really
feel a jazzy swing feeling. Their style is
all over the place, but in a good way.
photo by NICK MANDURRAGO
“It’s like Bossanova!” Johnsson
says
about their sound.
Drummer Kevin Nagle, frontman Tommy Castellanos and bassist Joe Johnsson laugh
The
band plans on releasing its deafter an exhilarating performance.
but album sometime this month, so be
to praise Joe for being one of the driv- Tommy was hopping around and shred- on the lookout for the release of the
ing forces in their band. Tommy says he ding on his guitar like a madman, Bagel album and the date of their concert to
feels challenged to limits when playing gave it his all killing it on the drums, Joe celebrate the release. For now, you can
with him because Joe expects a lot out was cool and collected throughout the find some early demos of their songs on
of them, but when they hit their mark, whole show, rocking each note on his Soundcloud. Just look up Tommy and
that’s when they feel like world-class bass. They played with energy, and one the Pieces and have yourself a rockin’
musicians.
could really feel that they loved what good time.
“My number one most amazing they were doing.
influence
is
The band’s sound is an amalgam of
Dave Grohl,”
Joe says of the
ex-Nirvana
drummer and
Foo Fighters
frontman. “I
could go on
for hours about
Dave.”
The night after the rehearsal was
their show at the Press Club in Seaside. The entire band was dressed to the
nines in their best Halloween costumes.
Joe was a sexy black cat, Bagel was a
sexy cop, and Tommy was a lumberjack.
They played for a little less than two

Tommy and the
Pieces is really a
genre-crossing band.
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Claire Bishop
junior

Kristin Cardinalli
sophomore

Matthew Luch
senior

Caroline Ruiz
freshman

Kip Wadsworth
senior

Who is your favorite
superhero?

Jessica
DiLullo

Batman

Batman

Spiderman

Rocket
Raccoon

What was the last
thing you bought?

a granola
bar

my homecoming dress

Hillary Clinton’s
emails (off the
black market)

slime

a McLaren
P1

in my head

behind my
curtains

right next to
me

under my
bed

There are
monsters in my
room?!

just candy

cinnamon
French toast
and strawberries

crepes with fruit and
whipped cream and a
glass of orange juice

every breakfast
food there is

poppy seed
muffins and a
caramel steamer

to wear a jacket
when it is cold

my Saturday
nights

my volleyball knee
pads

other people’s
birthdays

Where do monsters
hide in your room?
What would your dream
breakfast consist of?

What is something
you always forget?

anything I learn
in school

MUSIC REVIEW

Get your punk on, we’re going back to the early 2000s

fast, loud and feels like it’s going to the album dropped. “It’s sort of like Armstrong would rather take up arms
explode your ear drums. The singer, we’re terrorizing ourselves”
to help spread truth than sit in ignoGreen Day recently released Billie Joe Armstrong, said that he
The titular song of the album rance doing nothing.
its 12th studio album “Revolution wrote the song about the many mass starts out with a higher-pitched, disThe first song on the album,
Radio,” which was immediately shootings taking place all over the torted guitar riff. The song then builds “Somewhere Now,” begins with a
downloaded onto my phone besomber acoustic rift, then transicause I couldn’t wait to get my
tions into the classic Green Day
hands—ears?—on it.
energetic punk sound. It has
Overall, the album is fanthese transitions throughout the
tastic; anyone who has any
song causing a mixed feeling of
slight interest in Green Day
being totally lost and wanting
should pick this up. It feels
to chuck a TV out a window.
like a throwback, but the songs
If you’ve ever heard “Give me
and the subject matter are comNovacaine,” then you’ll get a
pletely new.
nice throwback. What the song
Near the end of the album
says is that the listener may feel
lies one of the more powerful
lost sometimes, but eventually
songs on the record, “Trouthey will find their way.
bled Times.” The song is a bit
One of the more melanon the nose, and what it has to
choly songs, “Say Goodbye,”
say is really important. It’s a
carries this really strong beat
slower, more intense song with
throughout the song, giving
a heavier bass tone; you can
its lyrics that much more of an
almost feel the weight of the
emotional oomph. The drum
world when listening to this
beats are heavy and sound alsong. It also has an old-timey
most like war drums: “Say hello
radio effect in the beginning of
to the cops on patrol. Say hello
the song and during the chorus.
to the cops on patrol. Say hello
The song’s message is clear: we
to the cops on patrol. Say hellive in a screwed-up world, and
lo to the ones in control.” Just
the reasons why are out there.
think about that for a minute.
“Bang Bang,” the second Mike Dirnt, Billie Joe Armstrong and Tré Cool, collectively known as Green Day, in a recent This song is bold and not afraid
song and probably one of the photoshoot, showing they still mean business.
to say what it means; the whole
more politically charged songs
album is the exact same way.
on the album, starts off with bits country.
off the melody and into this rocking
I give Green Day’s “Revolution
taken from reports about the ISIS
“The fact that it kinda comes with sound reminiscent of “American Radio” four burning radios out of
beheadings and a soft but thumping these social media rantings, manifes- Idiot.” It almost sounds like it could five.
drum beat, like the distance sound of tos… it’s sick,” Armstrong said in an be an At the Drive-In song. The song
thunder during a storm. The song is interview with Howard Stern before preaches the value of truth, and that
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SHOE GAME: CARMEL 48, PACIFIC GROVE 37

photo by LUKE DEPALATIS

Quarterback Daniel Higman carries the ball for the Padres to help lead
them to an undefeated record of 10-0 for the 2016 season.

photo by BEN WEBER

During the Nov. 5 Shoe Game, sophomore Rashaan Ward follows his
blockers to extra yardage on this run in Carmel’s 48-37 win.

HOROSCOPES
Scorpio: Oct. 23 - Nov. 21
Scorpios, this is your month! Saturn’s
placement in the sky is going to be particularly influential. Use this to show off
a cooking skill to a significant other. If
you don’t have anyone, cook for yourself and eat alone. It will be good practice for the rest of your life.
Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec.21
It seems like some of your friends are
getting restless. Try taking them on a trip
to the wilderness and just leaving them
there for stress relief. They may say they
don’t want to. Don’t worry about this—
they do.
Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan. 19
Usually, Capricorns, your ambition
and discipline come in handy, but this
month, it’s time to live a little. Let your
hair down, branch out. Learn to surf.
Bake some brownies, but not that kind.

OBJ ECTION

Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
This month, embrace your quirks. Use
them for an art project, and sell it on
eBay. The planets have a fairly mediocre
profit in store for you.

Taurus: April 20 - May 20
Be the bull that you are, Taurus. Fight
for what you want. With that being said,
expect some more regular disagreements
with parents and don’t argue—you’ll
lose 98.7 percent of the time.

Leo: July 23 - Aug. 22
Leos, it’s that time of year again. You are
looking extremely festive this fall season
and only have a couple weeks left until
that long-awaited turkey for Thanksgiving dinner. Embrace your spirit and snap
into this holiday season with a bang.

Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 20
Your significant other or mom (but
what’s the difference, really?) has been
distant lately. Saturn recommends you
remedy this by buying a new piece of
furniture for them, preferably mahogany.

Gemini: May 21 - June 20
You are feeling more generous this
month than usual. Give out more compliments and do more small things to
make the world a better place. In other
words, live this month according to every cheesy Christmas card greeting card.

Aries: March 21 - April 19
Aries, keep your warmongering tendencies at bay with some yoga this month.
Or some yogurt. With the stars in their
current sectors of the sky, yogurt will
have a very calming effect on you in this
trying time.

Cancer: June 21 - July 22
Take this month to go out on a limb and
try something new. Avoid things that you
are too comfortable with, like Pumpkin
Spice Lattes. Pick hot over mild and sour
over sweet. Your taste buds will appreciate the foreign flavors as you experience
a bolder lifestyle.

Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept. 22
This is a month of monumental decisions. Choose wisely. Otherwise, you
may end up picking the wrong option,
which could severely damage your prospects for the future. We’re talking important decisions here – like ice cream
flavor.
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Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 22
Try to be more informed this go-around.
Flick the station to NPR once in a while;
keep up with the times. But don’t be
afraid to mix in a generous amount of
Ke$ha to get you alert and ready to face
the monstrosities of an early morning.
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